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A B S T R A C T 

From a sample of 109 candidate ultrastrong Mg II (USMg II ; having rest equi v alent width of Mg II , W 2796 > 3.0 Å) systems at 
z = 0.4–0.6, we confirm 27 and identify host galaxies of 20 systems based on associated nebular line emission from our SALT 

observations or from Sloan Digital Sky Survey ( SDSS ) fiber spectra. The measured impact parameter, [O II ] luminosity, star 
formation rate, B -band luminosity, and stellar mass are in the ranges 7.3 ≤ D [kpc] ≤ 79, 0 . 2 ≤ L [O II ] [10 

41 erg s −1 ] ≤ 4 . 5, 2.59 

≤ SFR[M �yr −1 ] ≤ 33.51, 0 . 15 L 

∗
B ≤ L B ≤ 1 . 63 L 

∗
B , and 10.21 ≤ log[ M ∗/ M �] ≤ 11.62, respectively. The impact parameters 

found are larger than that predicted by the W 2796 versus D relationship of the general population of Mg II absorbers. At a given 

D, USMg II host galaxies are more luminous and massive compared to typical Mg II absorbers. Ho we ver, the measured SFRs are 
slightly lower than that of main-sequence galaxies with same M � at z ∼ 0.5. We report a correlation between L [O II ] and W 2796 

for the full population of Mg II absorbers, driven mainly by the host galaxies of weak Mg II absorbers that tend to have low L [O II ] 

and large impact parameters. We find at least ∼33 per cent of the USMg II host galaxies (with a limiting magnitude of m r < 23.6) 
are isolated and the large W 2796 in these cases may originate from gas flo ws (infall/outflo w) in single haloes of massive but not 
starburst galaxies. We also find galaxy interactions could be responsible for large velocity widths in at least ∼17 per cent cases. 

K ey words: galaxies: e volution – galaxies: groups: general – galaxies: haloes – galaxies: high-redshift – quasars: absorption 

lines. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ur current understanding of galaxy formation and evolution is based
n the model known as the ‘cosmic baryon cycle’, according to
hich, galaxies evolve by means of a slowly varying equilibrium
etween inflows from the intergalactic medium (IGM), high velocity
utflows from the galaxy and the in situ star formation taking place
ithin the galaxy (Angl ́es-Alc ́azar et al. 2017 ; P ́eroux & Howk
020 ). Biconical galactic scale outflows (with velocities of 100–
000 km s −1 ), probed by neutral or singly ionized species like Na I ,
g II , and Fe II in absorption, are ubiquitous in high redshift (i.e.

.5 ≤ z ≤ 1.5) galaxies (e.g. Tremonti, Moustakas & Diamond-
tanic 2007 ; Chen et al. 2010a ; Martin et al. 2012 ; Bordoloi et al.
014 ; Rubin et al. 2014 ). The probability to detect a wind is found to
epend weakly on the intrinsic properties of the galaxies but strongly
n the galaxy orientation. Notwithstanding this, the importance of
tar formation rate (SFR) and stellar mass ( M ∗) of the host galaxy is
eflected by the correlations observed between the maximum wind
elocity ( v max ) and M ∗, and between the equi v alent width of the flow
nd SFR. While the presence of a wind is well established in these
 E-mail: labanya@iucaa.in (LG); anand@iucaa.in (RS) 
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alaxies, its location (important for deriving wind parameters) with
espect to the stellar disc cannot be constrained accurately. 

On the other hand, quasar absorption lines in principle allow
s to probe the spatial distribution and kinematics of the gas in
oreground galaxies at very small impact parameters (D), thereby
llowing us to probe the nature of gas flows in these galaxies.
resence of cool circumgalactic medium (CGM) around galaxies
ut to projected distances of ∼200 kpc (for e.g. Bergeron & Boiss ́e
991 ; Steidel 1995 ; Chen et al. 2010a ; Nielsen, Churchill & Kacprzak
013a ; Rubin et al. 2018 ) is well established and an anticorrelation
etween the rest equi v alent width of Mg II λ2796 absorption (i.e.
 2796 ) and the impact parameter has been derived using spectra of

istant quasars. While early models reproduced this correlation using
hotoionized haloes around galaxies (see e.g. Petitjean, Bergeron &
uget 1992 ; Srianand & Khare 1994 ), it was apparent that continuous
as flow is needed to sustain the observed covering fraction of gas
 v er a long period. 
This observed anticorrelation between W 2796 and D allows us

o select quasar and foreground galaxy pairs with small impact
arameters using absorption systems with large W 2796 (see Bouch ́e
t al. 2007 , 2012 ). The Mg II absorption systems with W 2796 > 3 Å are
nown as UltraStrong Mg II absorbers (referred hereafter as USMg II ;
estor et al. 2011a ). They constitute only 0.8 per cent of the Mg II
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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bsorber population having W 2796 > 0.02 Å. Observationally such 
arge equi v alent widths are seen in a very high fraction (i.e 30–
0 per cent) of (i) outflows detected in z ∼ 0.5 galaxies (Rubin et al.
014 ); (ii) Milky Way sightlines that probe disc + halo gas (after
pplying a factor 2 correction to match with QSO absorbers, Savage 
t al. 2000 ); (iii) Galaxy On Top Of Quasars (GOTOQs; Noterdaeme
t al. 2010b ; Straka et al. 2015 ; Joshi et al. 2017 , 2018 ) and (iv)
igh- z C I absorbers (Ledoux et al. 2015 ; Zou et al. 2018 ). From
g. 2 of Rao et al. ( 2017 ) it is also evident that more than 50 per cent
f USMg II absorbers are damped Lyman α systems (DLAs; neutral 
ydrogen column density, N (H I ) ≥ 2 × 10 20 cm 

−2 ). 
It is well known that the measured W 2796 using low dispersion

pectra are related to the number of absorbing clouds and velocity 
ispersion between them, and not directly related to the column 
ensity (Petitjean & Bergeron 1990 ). For a fully saturated Mg II line,
 2796 ≥ 3 Å; would correspond to a minimum velocity width of 320

m s −1 . Gas having such velocity spread usually have large metallici- 
ies (Ledoux et al. 2006 ). Large velocity spread could originate from,
i) galactic-scale outflows (Bouch ́e et al. 2006 ; Weiner et al. 2009 ;
ubin et al. 2012 ), (ii) filamentary accretion on to galaxies (Steidel
t al. 2002 ; Chen et al. 2010a ), (iii) dynamical mergers (Richter
012 ) and intragroup gas (Rubin et al. 2010 ; Gauthier 2013 ). In such
ases, measured metallicities and galaxy orientations with respect 
o the quasar sightlines are used to distinguish between the different 
ossibilities (Bordoloi et al. 2011 ; P ́eroux et al. 2013 ; Kacprzak et al.
014 ; Zabl et al. 2019 ; P ́eroux et al. 2020 ; Zabl et al. 2021 ). 
It is possible that absorption line-based selection of galaxies 

unbiased by the galaxy luminosity) may pick a population that is
ifferent from that observed through galaxy surveys that rely on 
ptical colours and emission line strengths. Large W 2796 systems, 
n particular the USMg II systems have been associated with host-
alaxies that are going through a rapid star formation episode or
ave been through a phase of rapid star formation in the recent past,
.e. they are either starburst or post-starburst galaxies (Nestor et al. 
011a ). By studying the average photometric properties of more 
han 2800 Mg II systems, Zibetti et al. ( 2007 ) suggested that the
tronger Mg II systems (with W 2796 ≥ 1 Å) are associated with actively
tar-forming galaxies. Based on the [O II ] emission associated with 

g II -selected systems, Noterdaeme, Srianand & Mohan ( 2010a ) 
ound a strong correlation between W 2796 and [O II ] luminosity. In a
imilar work, M ́enard et al. ( 2011 ) interpreted this as a correlation
etween W 2796 and SFR, but this interpretation was later shown to be
ulnerable to fiber losses effects (L ́opez & Chen 2012 ; Joshi et al.
017 ). 
Discussions presented abo v e suggests that USMg II absorbers are 

deal targets for studying the gas flows at low impact parameters to
tar-forming galaxies and/or interacting groups of galaxies. Studying 
uch systems can provide important insights into the baryonic cycle 
hat go v erns the galaxy e volution. Moti v ated by this, we embarked
n a detailed study of USMg II systems at z ∼ 0.5 with the aim to (i)
dentify their host galaxies and characterize the galaxy environment 
round these absorbers, (ii) investigate whether we preferentially 
elect a particular galaxy population using the USMg II selection, 
iii) study the connection between the galaxy properties and that 
f the absorption features, and (iv) identify potential quasar–galaxy 
airs where galactic outflow can be studied through down-the-barrel 
bsorption towards the galaxy, and absorption along the quasar 
ine of sight simultaneously. This paper is organized as follows. 
n Section 2 , we discuss the sample. The observational setup, 
ata reduction, and calibrations are described in Section 3 . The 
dentification of the USMg II host galaxies and the method of inferring
heir physical properties based on the available spectrophotometric 
ata are discussed in Section 4 . In Section 5 , we present the results of
ur analysis and the nature of the USMg II host galaxies based on the
nferred galaxy properties. As we go along, to investigate whether the
SMg II host galaxies are drawn from a specific galaxy population
r not, we compare their properties against v arious lo w-z Mg II and
LA absorber samples available in the literature. Wherever possible, 
e also compare the properties of our sample with those of high- z
 I absorbers. In Section 6 , we pro vide an o v erall discussion on

he USMg II systems. Our conclusions are summarized in Section 7 .
hroughout this paper we assume a flat � CDM cosmology with
 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 and �m, 0 = 0.3. 

 O U R  SAMPLE  O F  USMG  I I SYSTEMS  AT  z ∼
. 5  

e compiled a sample of USMg II systems that are accessible to the
outh African Large Telescope (SALT; Buckley et al. 2005 ) (i.e.
eclination, δ ≤ + 10 ◦), using the Sloan Digital Sky Survey ( SDSS ;
ork et al. 2000 ) Mg II /Fe II absorber catalogue of Zhu & M ́enard
 2013 ) in the redshift range 0.4 ≤ z abs ≤0.6. The lower limit in z abs 

as chosen so that the SDSS spectra could co v er the Fe II λ2600
bsorption line, while the upper limit on z abs is set to be able to
o v er the [O II ] λλ3727, 3729 doublet, H β and [O III ] λλ4960, 5008
ebular emission lines associated with the USMg II absorption, in 
he wavelength range over which the Robert-Stobie Spectrograph 
RSS) attached to SALT has good sensitivity. Application of these 
riteria has resulted in a total of 109 USMg II systems along the line
f sight towards 106 different background quasars. A careful visual 
nspection of the SDSS spectrum of each of these quasars has led
o the removal of 34 systems from our sample owing to the false
dentification of Mg II doublets. In 48 cases, C IV or Si IV broad
bsorption lines (BAL) are misidentified as Mg II . After removing
hese we are left with a sample of 27 USMg II systems. 

Details of all the 109 USMg II systems retrieved from the SDSS
g II / Fe II absorber catalogue of Zhu & M ́enard ( 2013 ) are provided

n the table B1 in the Appendix, where we hav e e xplicitly mentioned
he reason for rejecting or accepting a USMg II system in our sample
long with information such as the quasar and absorption redshifts. 
mong these 27 systems, the galaxy association for 3 USMg II

ystems have already been studied in the literature in some detail.
ne is the mutiband photometric study of the environment of the
SMg II system J0240 −0812 (Nestor et al. 2007 ), and another is

he spectrophotometric study of the USMg II system J2207 −0901 
Gauthier 2013 ). In addition, using the X-shooter spectrograph at the
ery Large Telescope, Rahmani et al. ( 2016 ) have studied the galaxy
ssociated with the z = 0.5896 USMg II absorber, which is a known
LA. The [O II ] nebular emission from another three of our USMg II

ystems (i.e. z abs = 0.5928 towards J0930 + 0018, z abs = 0.5561
owards J1025 −0046 and z abs = 0.5519 towards J1216 + 0350) were
etected in the SDSS spectrum and these systems are part of the
OTOQ sample of Joshi et al. ( 2017 ). 
In order to reconfirm that all the selected Mg II systems are bonafide

SMg II systems, we measured the rest equi v alent widths of Mg II
λ2796, 2803 absorption lines by Gaussian fitting after approxi- 
ating the observed continuum spectrum around these absorption 

ines with smooth polynomials. Our Gaussian fits to absorption lines 
re shown in figs A1 and A2 in the Appendix. During the fit, we
ept the redshift and the velocity width same for both the lines
f the Mg II doublet. For the USMg II systems in the spectrum of
0334 −0711, J0856 + 0740, J2045 −0704 and, J1114 −0023, even at
DSS resolution, the Mg II λ 2796 absorption line itself splits into
wo Gaussian profiles. For these systems, we fit the Mg II λλ2796,
MNRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
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Table 1. Details of our USMg II sample. Columns 2, 3, and 4 provide the quasar name, its redshift, and the USMg II absorption redshift, respectively. 
The next four columns (i.e. 5–8) provide the rest equi v alent width of Mg II λ 2796, Mg II λ 2803, Fe II λ 2600, and Mg I λ 2853 absorption, respectively, 
where ‘ −’ signifies the absorption is outside of the wavelength coverage of the observed spectrum. In the case of non-detections, we provide 3 σ upper 
limits. Last column provides the measured E ( B −V ) derived using the SMC extinction curve. 

No. Quasar z qso z abs W 2796 ( Å) W 2803 ( Å) W 2600 ( Å) W 2853 ( Å) E(B − V) (SMC) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Targets with SALT spectrum 

1 J000413 .73 −082625.4 2 .247 0.5544 3.07 ± 0.16 3.05 ± 0.15 2.05 ± 0.15 0.82 ± 0.15 0.015 ± 0.002 
2 J015635 .18 + 034308.1 1 .371 0.5581 4.20 ± 0.30 3.76 ± 0.26 3.30 ± 0.40 1.56 ± 0.26 0.199 ± 0.001 
3 J021820 .10 −083259.4 a 1 .219 0.5896 3.07 ± 0.11 2.81 ± 0.10 2.15 ± 0.14 1.43 ± 0.14 0.022 ± 0.001 
4 J024008 .21 −081223.4 b 2 .230 0.5311 3.88 ± 0.17 3.56 ± 0.16 2.01 ± 0.15 ≤0.89 0.015 ± 0.005 
5 J033438 .28 −071149.0 0 .634 0.5977 3.55 ± 0.23 3.13 ± 0.24 1.89 ± 0.22 0.34 ± 0.01 − 0.011 ± 0.001 
6 J085627 .09 + 074031.7 1 .890 0.5232 4.14 ± 0.47 3.19 ± 0.61 1.22 ± 0.20 0.34 ± 0.05 0.197 ± 0.001 
7 J092222 .58 + 040858.7 0 .713 0.4549 3.63 ± 0.21 3.11 ± 0.18 – 0.72 ± 0.12 0.049 ± 0.003 
8 J111400 .00 −002342.6 0 .952 0.5610 5.75 ± 1.36 4.62 ± 1.33 3.33 ± 0.95 2.40 ± 0.47 0.102 ± 0.004 
9 J121453 .29 + 080457.7 1 .430 0.4908 3.38 ± 0.21 2.97 ± 0.19 2.27 ± 0.12 ≤0.63 0.089 ± 0.003 
10 J121628 .03 + 035031.8 d 0 .996 0.5519 3.51 ± 0.12 3.53 ± 0.12 2.89 ± 0.18 0.81 ± 0.12 − 0.063 ± 0.001 
11 J155003 .71 + 031325.0 1 .789 0.5694 3.11 ± 0.08 2.97 ± 0.08 1.82 ± 0.15 1.04 ± 0.16 0.141 ± 0.004 
12 J204501 .32 −070452.6 0 .670 0.5649 3.77 ± 0.28 3.12 ± 0.32 2.37 ± 0.15 1.21 ± 0.38 0.059 ± 0.003 
13 J210851 .53 −074726.5 1 .486 0.5187 3.43 ± 0.17 2.69 ± 0.14 2.24 ± 0.24 1.43 ± 0.25 0.088 ± 0.003 
14 J212143 .98 + 003954.2 1 .348 0.5509 3.44 ± 0.33 3.57 ± 0.34 2.85 ± 0.48 1.60 ± 0.24 0.132 ± 0.003 
15 J212727 .20 + 082724.6 0 .745 0.4392 4.26 ± 0.16 3.99 ± 0.15 3.75 ± 0.16 1.28 ± 0.13 0.042 ± 0.001 
16 J220330 .04 −002211.4 1 .782 0.4381 4.49 ± 0.31 3.99 ± 0.27 − 0.82 ± 0.13 0.022 ± 0.002 
17 J220702 .53 −090127.7 c 1 .296 0.5623 4.08 ± 0.18 3.66 ± 0.16 2.93 ± 0.32 1.39 ± 0.14 0.047 ± 0.002 
18 J230101 .28 −021200.0 0 .619 0.5367 3.16 ± 0.07 3.07 ± 0.07 2.20 ± 0.12 0.65 ± 0.07 0.086 ± 0.001 
19 J232653 .15 + 002142.9 2 .190 0.5624 4.37 ± 0.46 5.22 ± 0.55 4.29 ± 0.76 2.00 ± 0.23 0.013 ± 0.007 
20 J233548 .62 −023734.3 1 .234 0.5081 3.76 ± 0.10 3.57 ± 0.10 2.54 ± 0.11 1.15 ± 0.13 0.047 ± 0.002 
21 J233818 .25 −005610.5 0 .894 0.4801 3.05 ± 0.12 2.74 ± 0.10 1.95 ± 0.31 0.51 ± 0.08 − 0.018 ± 0.003 

Targets without SALT spectrum 

22 J093020 .60 + 001828.0 d 2 .4300 0.5928 3.48 ± 0.25 3.58 ± 0.25 2.90 ± 0.22 1.75 ± 0.36 − 0.101 ± 0.004 
23 J101610 .82 + 075209.1 2 .187 0.5961 3.09 ± 0.38 3.62 ± 0.45 2.04 ± 0.20 1.31 ± 0.17 0.028 ± 0.006 
24 J102510 .10 −004644.9 d 2 .212 0.5561 3.22 ± 0.11 2.80 ± 0.10 2.05 ± 0.08 0.97 ± 0.07 0.037 ± 0.001 
25 J103059 .75 −013237.7 2 .155 0.5783 3.27 ± 0.10 3.20 ± 0.10 2.39 ± 0.11 0.49 ± 0.01 − 0.024 ± 0.001 
26 J110817 .93 + 062833.0 1 .202 0.5721 3.02 ± 0.16 2.89 ± 0.15 1.72 ± 0.33 0.49 ± 0.16 0.023 ± 0.004 
27 J114614 .24 −023716.1 2 .207 0.5295 4.13 ± 0.22 3.22 ± 0.17 ≤0.59 ≤0.91 − 0.227 ± 0.004 

The non-USMg II absorber in our lines of sight 
28 J111400 .00 −002342.6 0 .952 0.7981 2.15 ± 0.18 1.88 ± 0.16 1.37 ± 0.16 0.42 ± 0.09 0.084 ± 0.006 

a Host galaxy of this USMg II system was studied by Rahmani et al. ( 2016 ) using both spectroscopy and multiband photometry. 
b The environment of this system was explored in Nestor et al. ( 2007 ) using multiband photometry. 
c A group of 4 galaxies associated with this USMg II was studied by Gauthier ( 2013 ) using both spectroscopy and multiband photometry. 
d These systems are part of the GOTOQ sample of Joshi et al. ( 2017 ). 
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803 absorption profile with a pair of Gaussian doublets. For each
air, like before, we imposed the redshift and the velocity width for
he individual Gaussian to be same. While the total equi v alent width
s greater than 3 Å, except for J1114 −0023, individual components
n these systems are not USMg II absorbers. For these systems, we
uote the mean redshift of the pair of Gaussian doublets as the
bsorption redshift. Our analysis confirmed that all the 27 systems
elected are indeed USMg II absorbers. Similarly, we also measured
he rest equi v alent width of the other associated absorption lines
ike Fe II λ 2600 and Mg I λ 2853 by fitting a single Gaussian (also
hown in Fig. A1). The complete sample along with their absorption
roperties are presented in Table 1 . In this table, the quasar name,
 qso , and z abs are summarized in columns 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
he next four columns provide rest equi v alent widths of Mg II λ2796,
g II λ2803, Fe II λ2600, and Mg I λ2853, respectiv ely. F or the cases
ith detection significance level less than 3 σ , we provide the 3 σ
pper limits. For these cases, the 1 σ limit is computed from the
otal uncertainty across the FWHM of the Mg II absorption line
rofile around the expected location of the absorption line of our
nterest. 

Next, we identified additional non-USMg II absorber in the SDSS
pectra of quasars in our sample. We find 11 Mg II systems but
NRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
one at 0.4 ≤ z abs ≤ 0.6. We then tried to identify if any
f the targeted potential host galaxies corresponds to the non-
SMg II absorbers identified in the spectra of our sample. We found
nly one system at z abs = 0.7981 ( W 2796 = 2 . 14 ± 0 . 18 Å) towards
1114 −0023. We provide the details of this absorber in the last row of
able 1 . 

.1 Line-of-sight reddening towards quasars 

e calculate the reddening of the background quasar by the ab-
orbing gas assuming the extinction curve of the gas to be similar
o the extinction curves of the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC),
arge Magellanic Cloud (LMC), Large Magellanic Cloud Supershell

LMC2) and, our Milky Way (MW) Galaxy (Gordon et al. 2003 ).
or the rest wavelength range considered here, the choice of different
 xtinction curv es are found to make no significant difference. We
tted all the quasar spectra in our sample with a standard quasar
pectrum template (Selsing et al. 2016 ) redshifted exactly to the
uasar redshift and applied the SMC extinction at the redshift of
he USMg II absorption, keeping the V -band extinction coefficient,
 V , as the only free parameter, apart from a multiplicative scaling

as described in Srianand et al. 2008 ). The best fit V -band colour



USMg II galaxies at z ∼ 0.5 3839 

Figure 1. Left-hand panel: The histogram of the V band colour excess, E ( B −V ), for the USMg II systems in our sample. The deep blue Gaussian ( μ = 0, σ = 

0.050) corresponds to the distribution of E ( B −V ) that is expected to arise out of the template matching procedure. We inferred this from the distribution of 
ne gativ e E ( B −V ) values in our sample (see text for more details). The vertical dashed green line corresponds to the 3 σ abo v e the mean of the distribution. 
The solid vertical black line corresponds to the expected colour excess for the W 2796 = 3 Å based on the relation obtained by Budzynski & Hewett ( 2011 ) 
with the grey region showing the 1 σ uncertainty range. The vertical red line corresponds to the median colour excess for our USMg II sample. Right-hand 
panel: Comparison of the distribution of colour excess, E ( B −V ), between the USMg II absorbers (blue histogram) and C I absorbers (orange histogram) 
taken from Ledoux et al. ( 2015 ). The solid blue and red lines correspond to the cumulative distribution of E ( B −V ) for the USMg II and C I absorbers, 
respectively. 
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xcess, E ( B −V ), for each system is listed in the last column of
able 1 . 
In Fig. 1 , the distribution of E ( B −V ) is shown in the left panel.

or 6 USMg II systems, we find that the colour excess, E ( B −V )
s ne gativ e. The system J1146 −0237 has an e xtremely ne gativ e
 ( B −V ) of −0.227, which is related to the fact that the quasar has
eak emission lines and its spectrum does not exactly follow the 

tandard quasar template. We used the remaining cases with ne gativ e
alues of E ( B −V ) to compute the expected scatter from the spectral
nergy distribution (SED) fitting procedure. The deep blue Gaussian 
hown in Fig. 1 corresponds to the distribution of E ( B −V ) (with
 σ = 0.050) that is expected to arise from our template matching
rocedure. The vertical dashed green line corresponds to the 3 σ limit
f our E(B −V) measurements. We find only two USMg II systems
resent in our sample to have E(B −V) larger than this value. The
ighest E(B −V) of ∼0.2 is measured for J0156 + 0343. As this is a
 IV BAL quasar, it is not clear how much of the reddening is due to

he USMg II absorber. 
Using a sample of about 8300 strong Mg II absorption systems

dentified in the SDSS spectroscopic surv e y (DR6), Budzynski & 

ewett ( 2011 ) have shown that W 2796 strongly correlates with 
eddening of the background quasar spectra (see also, York et al. 
006 ; M ́enard et al. 2008 ) with E ( B −V ) = [(8.0 ± 3.0) ×
0 −4 ] × ( W 2796 ) (3.48 ± 0.3) . The solid vertical black line in the left-
and panel of the Fig. 1 corresponds to the expected E( B − V)
or the W 2796 = 3 Å based on this relationship. The solid vertical 
ed line corresponds to the median colour excess of our USMg II
ample. Higher E ( B −V ) seen in our sample is consistent with their
esults. 

In the right-hand panel of Fig. 1 , the blue and orange histograms
orrespond to the E ( B −V ) measurements for USMg II and high- z
 I - selected absorbers from Ledoux et al. ( 2015 ), respectively. The

olid blue and red lines correspond to the cumulative distribution 
unction for the USMg II and C I absorbers, respectively. The median
 ( B −V ) values for the USMg II and C I absorbers are 0.037 and
.042, respectiv ely. A two sample Kolmogoro v–Smirno v (KS) test
etween these two samples indicates that the probability of these two
amples to arise from the same parent population is ∼80 per cent.
his is not surprising given the fact that a good fraction (i.e.
47 per cent) of C I absorbers have W 2796 > 3.0 Å; (see table 2 of Zou

t al. 2018 ). 

.2 Detection of other metal lines 

ut of the 27 USMg II systems, six (along the line of sight
f J0240 −0812, J1016 + 0752, J1025 −0046, J1030 −0132, 
1216 + 0350, and J2301 −0212) exhibit associated Mn II absorption
aving more than 3 σ significance (see fig. A1 in the Appendix) with
he rest equi v alent width in the range, 0 . 25 ≤ W 

Mn II 
2576 ( Å) ≤ 1 . 32, while

0 systems (along the line of sight of J0218 −0832, J0334 −0711,
1025 −0046, J1114 −0023, J1214 + 0804, J1216 + 0350, 
2121 + 0039, J2127 + 0827, J2203 −0022 and J2301 −0212) exhibit
ssociated Ca II absorption (see fig. A2 in the Appendix) with the rest
qui v alent width in the range (0 . 18 ≤ W 

Ca II 
3935 ( Å) ≤ 1 . 08) in the SDSS

pectra of the background quasars. In the case of non-detection, 
he 3 σ , upper limits are typically in the range 0.5–0.9 Å. We do
ot find any significant correlation between W 

CaII 
3935 and E ( B −V ). In

ddition, the distributions of measured E ( B −V ) of sightlines with
nd without Ca II detected are not statistically different (KS test
 -value = 0.23). 
For the sake of comparison, in fig. D1 in the Appendix, we

lot E ( B −V ) versus Ca II equi v alent width in our sample with
hose found in low-z DLAs (Wild & Hewett 2005 ), high-z C I

ample (Zou et al. 2018 ) and our Galaxy (Murga et al. 2015 ).
e do not detect associated Na I absorption (at > 3 σ level) for

ny of the USMg II systems in our sample in the SDSS spectrum.
he 3 σ upper limit on the rest equi v alent width lies between 0.5
nd 0.9 Å. As our SALT spectra co v er limited wav elength range
e could not use them for the abo v e discussed absorption line

earches. 
MNRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
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Table 2. Log of observations for our USMg II sample. Systems marked with ∗ represent non-detection of any associated host galaxy, while systems marked 
with + represent cases where the host galaxy sits on top of the quasar along the line of sight (see text for more details). The last two columns correspond to the 
number of other candidate galaxies within 50 ≤D [kpc] ≤ 100 and D ≤ 50 kpc with m r ≤ 22.5 based on SDSS photometry. 

No. Quasar Date Exposure (s) Observation PA (deg.) Grating Wavelength Other candi- Total candi- 
Mode Angle (deg) range ( Å) date galaxies date galaxies 

(50 ≤ D [kpc] ≤ 100) ( D ≤ 50 kpc) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

1 J000413.73 −082625.4 2017-07-18 2400 Long-slit 80 17.75 5200–8200 0 1 
2017-09-17 2400 Long-slit 80 17.75 5200–8200 

2 J015635.18 + 034308.1 2015-11-07 2500 Long-slit 350 17.00 4900–7900 0 5 
2015-11-13 2500 Long-slit 350 17.00 4900–7900 

3 J021820.10 −083259.4 2016-01-10 2500 Long-slit 80 18.125 5300–8300 0 1 
4 J024008.21 −081223.4 2018-10-05 2500 Long-slit 80 17.75 5200–8200 0 1 
5 J033438.28 −071149.0 2017-11-19 2300 MOS 44.8 17.75 5200–8200 0 1 

2017-12-11 2300 MOS 44.8 17.75 5200–8200 
6 J085627.09 + 074031.7 2018-02-09 2200 Long-slit 315 17.00 4900–7900 0 1 

2018-02-10 2200 Long-slit 315 17.00 4900–7900 
7 J092222.58 + 040858.7 2016-02-08 2400 Long-slit 0 16.625 4800–7800 0 1 

2016-03-01 2400 Long-slit 0 16.625 4800–7800 
8 J111400.00 −002342.6 2021-04-15 2580 Long-slit 0 18.125 5300–8300 1 1 
9 J121453.29 + 080457.7 2016-04-09 2300 Long-slit 100 17.375 5050–8050 1 1 

2016-03-01 2160 Long-slit 100 17.375 5050–8050 
10 J121628.03 + 035031.8 + 2016-02-05 2400 Long-slit 0 17.75 5200–8200 0 1 

2016-02-06 2400 Long-slit 90 17.75 5200–8200 
11 J155003.71 + 031325.0 2015-06-19 2500 Long-slit 96 16.625 4800–7800 0 1 

2015-07-14 2500 Long-slit 96 18.125 5300–8300 
12 J204501.32 −070452.6 ∗ 2017-08-18 2500 Long-slit 77 18.125 5300–8300 0 1 
13 J210851.53 −074726.5 + 2017-06-03 2400 Long-slit 70 17.75 5200–5300 0 1 

2017-06-18 2400 Long-slit 70 17.75 5200–5300 
14 J212143.98 + 003954.2 2015-06-20 2340 Long-slit 90 16.625 4800–7800 0 1 

2020-10-18 2200 Long-slit 240 18.125 5300–8300 
15 J212727.20 + 082724.6 2015-06-18 2500 Long-slit 95 16.625 4800–7800 0 1 

2016-06-20 1844 Long-slit 95 18.125 5300–8300 
16 J220330.04 −002211.4 2017-09-13 2500 Long-slit 45 17.00 4900–7900 0 1 
17 J220702.53 −090127.7 2017-09-16 2400 Long-slit 77 18.125 5300–8300 1 1 
18 J230101.28 −021200.0 ∗ 2017-10-11 2500 Long-slit 308 18.125 5300–8300 0 0 

2017-10-17 2500 Long-slit 283 17.375 5050–8050 
19 J232653.15 + 002142.9 2017-10-17 2500 Long-slit 5 18.125 5300–8300 0 1 
20 J233548.62 −023734.3 2015-06-19 2271 Long-slit 100 16.625 4800–7800 0 1 

2015-06-21 2500 Long-slit 100 18.125 5300–8300 
21 J233818.25 −005610.5 2018-08-21 2200 MOS 90 17.00 4900–7900 1 1 

2018-09-11 2324 MOS 90 17.00 4900–7900 
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 SALT  OBSERVATIONS  A N D  DATA  

E D U C T I O N  

e first identified all galaxies seen within an impact parameter of
0 kpc from the quasar line of sight using the SDSS photometry
typically complete for m r ≤ 22.5) and having consistent photometric
edshifts within 1 σ . Note that based on the known anticorrelation
etween D and W 2796 , we expect the isolated host galaxies to lie
ithin D ≤ 10 kpc. Even with the scatter in the relation the observed D
alues are < 50 kpc in the available literature data (see discussions in
ection 5.4 ). Thus we mainly focus on observing candidate galaxies
ithin this impact parameter. We have completed observations for
1 absorbers out of 27 discussed in the previous section. 
In Table 2 , we provide the number of such galaxies (last column)

n addition to our observational log. It is clear from this table that in
nly one case we have more than one host-galaxy candidate within
0 kpc. These are 5 galaxies in the case of z abs = 0.5581 towards
0156 + 0343 within 50 kpc. In 6 cases the potential galaxy image is
erged with that of the quasar (see Fig. 2 ). Thus we have 26 host

alaxy candidates and we obtained spectra of 23 of them (including
rom the literature as mentioned abo v e). The SALT spectroscopic
bservations were carried out using the Robert Stobie Spectrograph
RSS; Burgh et al. 2003 ; Kobulnicky et al. 2003 ) either in the long-slit
r the Multi Object Spectroscopy (MOS) mode from June, 2015 to
NRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
pril, 2021 (Program IDs: 2015-1-SCI-021, 2015-2-SCI-031, 2017-
-SCI-011, 2017-2-SCI-009 and 2018-1-SCI-019, 2020-2-SCI-019).
For all our observations, we have used the PG0900 grating along

ith a slit-width of 1.5 arcsec and a suitable grating angle depending
n the system observed to get the required wav elength co v erage of
O II ], [O III ], and H β emission lines. Such observational settings
esulted in a velocity resolution of ∼ 300 km s −1 . We have used

OS mode only for two cases (J0344 −0711 and J2338 −0056) and
dditional galaxies observed in these cases are beyond 50 kpc. In the
ase of the GOTOQs, there are no potential USMg II host galaxies
een in SDSS images within 50 kpc and the host galaxy lies on top of
he quasar image. We therefore considered two slit position angles to
eparate the [O II ] emission from the quasar continuum trace in the
D spectra using the triangulation method. Our method is similar to
hat is discussed in Fynbo et al. ( 2010 ) and Srianand et al. ( 2016 ). 
The details of observations along with the observational settings

re provided in Table 2 . The second column provides the quasar
dentification. The date of observations, exposure time, and mode
f observation are presented in columns 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
ixth, seventh, and eight columns of this table present the slit position
ngle, grating angle, and the wav elength co v erage of the setting used,
espectively. The number of additional galaxies having consistent
hotometric redshifts within 100 kpc to the quasar sightlines with
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Figure 2. The DECaLS r -band images of the observed USMg II fields, except for the systems J2207 −0901 and J0218–0832 that have been studied in detail by 
Gauthier ( 2013 ) and Rahmani et al. ( 2016 ), respectively. In each of these fields, the quasar sits at the centre and is marked with a red star while in the case of 
detection, the centre of the associated USMg II host galaxy is marked with a red plus sign. The contours correspond to the 3 σ noise level on top of the mean 
background counts. The blue dashed circle corresponds to the circle with a radius 50 kpc around the quasar. Our SALT programme aims to obtain redshifts 
of potential galaxies within 50 kpc. The parallel red dashed line corresponds to the slit of width 1.5 arcsec used during the SALT observations. For two fields 
J0334 −0711 and J2338 −0056 multiple potential galaxies are seen and were targeted using MOS. The GOTOQ system, J1216 + 0350, has been observed with 
two different slit position angles to constrain the impact parameter by the method of triangulation using the [O II ] emission line. The 16 systems in the first 
4 rows correspond to detections while the 3 systems presented in the last row are non-detections. The potential host galaxies based on the photoredshifts in 
the cases of non-detections are marked with red ‘ + ’ sign. For the USMg II system, J1114 −0023, we have marked the Mg II absorbing galaxy at z abs ∼ 0.7981 
( W 2796 = 2.15 Å;) with red ‘x’. 
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Table 3. Results of the KS test between the observed sub-sample and 
the parent sample. 

Properties W 2796 W 2796 / W 2803 W 2600 / W 2796 z abs 

Statistics (D) 0.101 0.095 0.057 0.127 
p -value 0.998 1.000 1.000 0.975 
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Table 4. Summary of the observational and the redshift com- 
pleteness of our USMg II surv e y for D ≤ 50 kpc. 

Surv e y Limiting magnitude ( m r ) 
Completeness 23.6 22.5 

Observations 79 per cent 90 per cent 
Redshift measurement 71 per cent 81 per cent 
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hotometric redshift consistent with the absorption redshift of the
SMg II systems is indicated in column 9 of Table 2 . 
Our sample is, by far, the largest sample of USMg II systems for

hich the host galaxy properties are probed o v er the redshift range
.4 ≤ z ≤ 0.6. The field of these targets and the slit orientations
re shown in Fig. 2 . Details of these USMg II systems that were
bserved with SALT are presented in the top part of Table 1 , and
he remaining 5 are presented in the bottom part of this table.
his unobserved target list also includes two GOTOQ absorbers
 z abs = 0.5928 towards J0932 + 0018 and z abs = 0.5561 towards
1025 −0046), for which, based on the [O II ] emission detected on
op the SDSS quasar spectrum, we have some information on the host
alaxy from the SDSS quasar spectrum itself. 

The raw CCD frames were initially subjected to the preliminary
ata processing with the SALT data reduction and analysis pipeline
Crawford et al. 2010 ). Next, we use standard IRAF (Tody 1986 )
outines to obtain the wavelength calibrated 2D spectra and the flux
alibrated 1D spectra of the quasars as well as the host galaxies. In
ummary, each of the science frames were first flat-field corrected,
osmic ray zapped, and wavelength calibrated against a standard
amp. Next we applied the extinction correction due to the Earth’s
tmosphere and then the 1D spectra of the quasar and the galaxy were
xtracted. The long-slit spectra were all individually flux calibrated
gainst standard stars observed with the same settings as of the
uasar within a couple of nights of our observations. Once the
ux calibration is done, we apply the air to vacuum wavelength

ransformation and also correct for the heliocentric velocity. 
Since we could only observe 21 out of 27 systems, we first establish

hat the observed sub-sample represents an unbiased population of
he original sample. We performed the two-sample Kolmogorov–
mirnov (KS) test between the parent and the observed sub-sample
ased on the absorption line properties [such as the rest equi v alent
idth of Mg II λ 2796 ( W 2796 ), the doublet ratio of Mg II doublet

 W 2796 / W 2803 ), W 2600 / W 2796 (referred to as R ), and the absorption
edshift ( z abs )]. Results of the KS test are summarized in Table 3 . For
ach of the absorption properties, we find that the p -value of the KS
est, i.e. the probability of both the samples (parent and the observed)
eing drawn from the same underlying population is very close to
, which implies that purely based on absorption line properties the
bserved sub-sample essentially represents an unbiased population
f the parent sample. 

.1 Sur v ey completeness 

e consider deeper images and photometric redshifts available in
ECaLS galaxy catalogues (Dey et al. 2019 ) to quantify com-
leteness of our sample at the faintest magnitude levels (i.e. m r 

 23.6). In table C1 of the Appendix, we summarize details of all
he galaxies in DECaLS, within an impact parameter of 100 kpc and
hotometric redshift consistent with the z abs for the USMg II in our
ample. First, we consider the 36 (26 if m r < 22.5) galaxy candidates
ithin D ≤ 50 kpc. For 12 USMg II absorbers there is only a single

dentified galaxy. Our observational completeness is 92 per cent (one
alaxy not observed) and spectroscopic measurement completeness
NRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
s 83 per cent (i.e 10/12). For six USMg II absorbers we have two
alaxy candidates available within 50 kpc. In 3 cases both the galaxies
re observed and in the remaining 3 cases only the brightest galaxy is
argeted. But the galaxies unobserved were fainter than 22.5 mag and
ot visible in the SDSS . Therefore, the observational completeness
s 75 per cent (100 per cent) for the limiting magnitude m r = 23.6
22.5) mag. We measure the redshifts of 7 of the 9 targeted galaxies.
herefore, the redshift measurement completeness is 58 per cent

78 per cent) for the limiting magnitude m r = 23.6 (22.5) mag.
o for 18 USMg II absorbers discussed abo v e our observational
ompleteness is 79 per cent (90 per cent) and redshift measurement
ompleteness of 71 per cent (81 per cent) for the limiting magnitude
 r = 23.6 (22.5) mag. Our surv e y completeness for D ≤ 50 kpc are

ummarized in the Table 4 . 
Next we consider galaxies in the impact parameter 50 ≤ D [kpc] ≤

00, which is important to identify whether the USMg II absorber is
art of a galaxy group. It is evident from table C1 in the appendix that
or 7 USMg II (i.e. 33 per cent of the sample) systems only one galaxy
andidate is present. In the remaining 11 cases there are candidate
alaxies with impact parameter in the range 50–100 kpc. But good
raction of them have m r < 22.5 mag. In this impact parameter range
ur search is very much incomplete as we do not target most of these
aint sources that also have large errors in the photometric redshifs. 

In the case of J0156 + 0343, there are 6 galaxy candidates present
ithin D = 50 kpc, we have spectra of two of these galaxies which
ave consistent redshifts. Description of this system is presented
n detail in Section 4.1 . In the case of J2203 −0022 there are three
otential galaxies. We targeted two of them (with the lowest D) and
ould measure redshift in only one case. No nebular emission was
etected in the other case. Note the source that was not observed has
 r = 23.5 mag. In the case of J1114 −0023, there are three galaxies
ithin D of 50 kpc. We have not targeted two of these galaxies which

re fainter than m r = 22.5 mag. The galaxy observed by us did not
ave correct redshift. 

 I DENTI FI CATI ON  A N D  PROPERTIES  O F  T H E
SMG  I I H O S T  G A L A X I E S  

e searched for emission and absorption line signatures of the host
alaxies of USMg II systems in the extracted spectra. Apart for 3 cases
shown in the bottom row in Fig. 2 ) we were able to identify at least
ne galaxy with redshift consistent within 300 km s −1 with z abs of
he USMg II systems. For the z abs = 0.5623 USMg II system towards
2207 −0901, Gauthier ( 2013 ) has identified 4 potential associated
alaxies, the closest galaxy being at an impact parameter of 38 kpc
nd the farthest being at an impact parameter of 246 kpc. For the
SMg II system at z abs = 0.5896 towards the quasar J0218 −0832,
ahmani et al. ( 2016 ) have identified the host galaxy at an impact
arameter of 16 kpc. For these two cases, we will use their identified
alaxies in our work. In the case of the z abs = 0.5311 USMg II
bsorber towards J0240 −0812 our spectrum confirms the potential
ost galaxy identified by Nestor et al. ( 2007 ) based on photometric
edshifts. For the remaining 15 cases, we detect host galaxy(ies)
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Figure 3. Left-hand panel: the observational configuration for Multi Object Spectroscopy (MOS) mode observations of the USMg II system J0334 −0826. The 
blue dashed circle represents a projected distance of 50 kpc around the quasar at the absorption redshift. Three nearby galaxies (named ‘G1’, ‘G2’, and ‘G3’) 
having photometric redshifts consistent with the redshift of the USMg II systems were targeted. Rest frame galaxy spectra of these galaxies are shown in the 
right-hand panel. Since the galaxy ‘G2’ was also observed with SDSS , here we display the SDSS spectrum owing to a superior SNR. The black dashed vertical 
lines mark the locations of nebular emission lines confirming the redshift of these galaxies. The measured redshifts of the galaxies ‘G1’, ‘G2’, and ‘G3’ are 0.5989, 
0.285, and 0.549, respectively. Only galaxy ‘G1’ is consistent with the absorption redshift and hence, is assumed to be associated with the USMg II absorption. 
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howing at least one emission line among [O II ] λλ 3727 , 3729, [O III ]
λ 4960 , 5008, and H β λ 4862 having consistent redshift with the 
SMg II absorption. 
We have obtained MOS mode observations for two objects (see 

ig. 2 ). In the case of z abs = 0.5977 USMg II systems towards
0334 −0711, we could get good spectra of all the three galaxies
lose to the quasar sightline (see Fig. 3 ). The closest galaxy G1 has
 redshift of z = 0.5989 consistent with being the host galaxy of the
SMg II system. The measured redshifts of galaxies G2 and G3 are
.285 and 0.549, respectively, suggesting that they are not associated 
ith the USMg II absorber. The impact parameter of galaxy G3 with

espect to the quasar sightline is 211 kpc and we do not detect
ny Mg II absorption with a 3 σ rest equi v alent with limit of 0.28 Å.
e also used MOS observations for z abs = 0.480 USMg II absorber

owards J2338 −0056 using three slits. The galaxy G1 (see Fig. 2 )
as a redshift of 0.4798 and is at an impact parameter of 79 kpc from
he quasar sightline. Although both G2 and G3 have photometric 
edshifts consistent with that of the USMg II absorption, we did not
et spectra of sufficient SNR (SNR < 3) to be able to measure their
pectroscopic redshifts. While redshift of G1 is consistent with z abs , 
e do not consider this galaxy in our correlation analysis as G2 could
e the real host galaxy at an impact parameter of 18 kpc. 
As seen in Fig. 2 , for 13 cases (i.e. 12 objects listed in Table 6

lus the host galaxy identified for z abs = 0.4801 absorber towards 
2338 −0056), the host galaxies are photometrically separated from 

he background quasars in the SDSS photometry. In the SALT 

bservations as well, we were able to get the galaxy spectra without
ny contamination from the quasar emission in these cases. We 
atched our spectroscopic measurements with the r - and i -band 
uxes of the host galaxies to correct for the fact that our slit might not
av e co v ered the whole galaxy. F or four galaxies (associated with ab-
orbers along the lines of sight towards J0156 + 0343, J1216 + 0350,
2108 −0747, and J2127 + 0827), for which we can not directly
ompare the photometric flux of the USMg II host galaxies with its
pectroscopic flux due to the quasar contamination, we compare the 
uasar spectrum obtained from the SALT and SDSS to estimate the 
ux-loss of the quasar. For these four systems, we assumed that the
lit-loss suffered by the galaxy light is the same as that of the quasar.
In addition, we have detected the stellar/interstellar 
a II λλ 3935 , 3970 absorption and strong H I Balmer absorption

ines in the spectra of 5 USMg II host g alaxies. These g alaxies are
lso identified in Table 5 . Recently, it has been found that in about
8 per cent of all the red galaxies that shows [O II ] emission lines,
he excitations are due to various types of AGN, mostly the low
onization nuclear emission-line regions (LINERS; 63 per cent) 
Yan et al. 2006 ; Kocevski et al. 2011 ). Ho we ver, Yan & Blanton
 2012 ) based on the spatial extention of the emitting regions rule
ut AGN contribution in LINER like emission in passive galaxies. 
bserving [N II ] and H α emission lines is important to quantify

ny contribution of AGN in cases where we have indications of old
tellar populations. 

As mentioned abo v e, there are three GOTOQs in our sample.
o check whether there is any faint emission from galaxies close

o the QSO sightline in other cases as well, we searched for the
verage [O II ] emission from the remaining 24 USMg II systems
ithin the SDSS fibre using a median stacked spectrum. We detect
 signal at the expected position of the [O II ] emission at the
 σ lev el. Upon careful inv estigation, we notice that this stacked
mission is mainly dominated by four systems ( z abs = 0.5509 towards
2121 + 0039, z abs = 0.4392 towards J2127 + 0827, z abs = 0.5961
owards J1016 + 0752 and z abs = 0.5610 towards J1114 −0023). Note
one of them are in the GOTOQ sample of Joshi et al. ( 2017 ) as the
mission lines are seen at a lesser significance level in individual
pectrum. In the case of J2121 + 0039, our observations confirm the
resence of the host galaxy close to the QSO sightline. Similarly,
lso for J2127 + 0827, we identify the host galaxy close to the QSO
ightline. In the case of J1114 −0023, av ailable images sho w the
resence of a galaxy ( m r = 21.2 mag) along the slit very close to
he quasar (identified with + in Fig. 2 ). Our long-slit spectra did
ot show any nebular emission from this galaxy. However, we detect
n emission line galaxy with z em 

= 0.7983 at an impact parameter
f 22.4 kpc (marked with a cross in Fig. 2 ) associated with the
 abs = 0.7981 Mg II system. While this is not an USMg II system, we
easure all its properties also. 
The fourth system, z abs = 0.5961 towards J1016 + 0752, 

as not been observed with SALT. Ho we ver, upon careful
MNRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
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Table 5. Galaxy properties inferred from the observed spectra. Emission line fluxes are given in the units of ( ×10 −17 ergs cm 

−2 s −1 ). 

No. Quasar z abs z gal D f [O II ] 3728 f H β f [O III ] 5008 Z log q 
(kpc) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

1 J000413.73 −082625.4 a 0.5544 0.5539 26 4.96 ± 0.71 3.76 ± 0.47 1.80 ± 0.20 8.83 ± 0.04 7.61 ± 0.20 
2 J015635.18 + 034308.1 a 0.5581 0.5590 14 8.73 ± 1.22 ≤ 0.60 ≤ 0.62 – –
3 J021820.10 −083259.4 c 0.5896 0.5895 16 ≤2.1 ≤1.30 ≤1.70 – –
4 J024008.21 −081223.4 a 0.5311 0.5311 18 6.93 ± 0.96 3.65 ± 0.48 1.98 ± 0.60 8.71 ± 0.08 7.54 ± 0.19 
5 J033438.28 −071149.0 0.5979 0.5988 28 23.72 ± 0.56 13.22 ± 0.43 12.08 ± 0.40 8.69 ± 0.07 7.66 ± 0.16 
6 J085627.09 + 074031.7 0.5230 0.5235 24 1.72 ± 0.24 0.48 ± 0.05 ≤ 0.62 – –
7 J092222.58 + 040858.7 0.4549 0.4548 15 19.24 ± 2.80 6.92 ± 0.85 14.51 ± 1.78 8.45 ± 0.09 7.75 ± 0.13 
8 J121453.29 + 080457.7 a 0.4908 0.4911 16 17.35 ± 2.47 6.45 ± 1.29 4.63 ± 0.52 8.60 ± 0.11 7.41 ± 0.14 
9 J121628.03 + 035031.8 b 0.5519 0.5514 8.1 9.39 ± 1.37 2.09 ± 0.23 3.71 ± 0.45 8.47 ± 0.07 7.60 ± 0.10 
10 J155003.71 + 031325.0 a 0.5694 0.5695 23 5.34 ± 0.73 ≤ 0.30 – – –
11 J210851.53 −074726.5 b 0.5187 0.5184 12 2.67 ± 0.36 0.47 ± 0.07 – – –
12 J212143.98 + 003954.2 0.5509 0.5509 19 9.80 ± 1.10 3.60 ± 0.74 5.30 ± 1.75 8.50 ± 0.13 7.51 ± 0.21 
13 J212727.20 + 082724.6 b 0.4392 0.4397 7.3 10.30 ± 0.72 3.19 ± 0.40 2.17 ± 0.34 8.53 ± 0.07 7.22 ± 0.10 
14 J220330.04 −002211.4 0.4381 0.4375 31 47.69 ± 3.21 16.51 ± 0.77 23.60 ± 1.74 8.48 ± 0.10 7.58 ± 0.11 
15 J220702.53 −090127.7 d 0.5623 0.5621 38 2.82 ± 0.31 – – – –

0.5623 55 14.14 ± 0.78 – – – –
0.5623 209 14.13 ± 1.57 – – – –
0.5604 246 ≤7.12 – – – –

16 J232653.15 + 002142.9 0.5624 0.5621 33 4.61 ± 0.49 ≤ 0.88 ≤ 1.69 – –
17 J233548.62 −023734.3 0.5081 0.5080 16 4.47 ± 0.66 ≤ 0.53 ≤ 0.33 – –
18 J233818.25 −005610.5 e 0.4801 0.4798 79 – – – – –

GOTOQ without SALT observations 
19 J102510.10 −004644.9 0.5561 0.5562 ≤ 6.45 6.14 ± 1.68 ≤ 3.29 ≤ 1.98 – –
20 J093020.60 + 001828.0 0.5928 0.5928 ≤ 6.5 12.19 ± 2.45 4.23 ± 1.03 8.79 ± 0.97 – –

The non-USMg II absorber in our lines of sight 
21 J111400.00 − 002342.6 0.7981 0.7983 22.4 1.98 ± 0.25 – – – –

a Galaxy showing strong stellar absorption from Ca II and H I in its spectrum. 
b The host galaxy is at small angular separation from the QSO and its image merges with that of the galaxy. Although only J1216 + 0350 is a GOTOQ. 
c Galaxy information is from Rahmani et al. ( 2016 ). 
d Galaxy information is from Gauthier ( 2013 ). We consider the galaxy with the lowest D for correlation analysis involving impact parameters. 
e There are two potential host galaxies at smaller impact parameters for which we could not get reliable spectra (see Fig. 2 ). 
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nspection, we identify clear signatures of [O II ] λλ 3727 , 3729 ,
O III ] λλ 4960 , 5008 nebular emission lines in the SDSS spectrum.
ence, this is essentially a GOTOQ system but in the Pan-STARRS
hotometry, we did not identify any detectable extension around the
ackground quasar. When we repeated the stacking e x ercise for the
emaining systems, we did not find any detectable [O II ] emission
ith at least 2 σ significance. 

.1 Galaxy parameters from spectroscopy 

n Table 5 , we summarize properties of the identified host galaxies
erived from our flux calibrated spectra after applying the corrections
s e xplained abo v e. In column 3 of this table, we provide the host
alaxy redshift measured using [O II ] lines. In this case, we fitted
he line with double Gaussians having the same redshift and velocity
idth. The flux ratio of the two lines is kept as a free parameters

nd allowed to vary between 0.34 and 1.50. Columns 6, 7, and 8
rovide the measured fluxes of [O II ], H β, and [O III ] emission lines.
he 3 σ upper limits are provided in the case of non-detections, and

–’ indicates that the measurements are not possible with our spectra
ecause of poor background subtraction due to the skylines present. 
The measured impact parameter (D, the projected separation of

he host galaxy with respect to the quasar sightline) for host galaxies
f USMg II are listed in the fifth column of Table 5 . In cases where the
ost galaxy is well-separated from the quasar sightline, we measure
he impact parameter using the coordinates of the centroids of the
alaxy and the quasar. 
NRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
The USMg II system at z abs = 0.5519 towards J1216 + 0350 is one
f the GOTOQs in our sample with the SDSS spectrum of the quasar
howing [O II ], [O III ], and H β emission lines, at the absorption
edshift, detected at > 3 σ confidence. In the Pan-STARRS images,
e do not find any significant extension of the background quasar

ontinuum due to the foreground galaxy. Hence, to constrain the
mpact parameter, we obtained the SALT spectrum by keeping the slit
t two position angles (i.e. PA = 0 ◦ and 90 ◦). In the left most panels
f Fig. 4 , we present the 2D spectrum of this quasar obtained along
A = 90 ◦ before (top panel) and after (bottom panel) subtracting the
uasar continuum. We remo v ed the quasar flux from the 2D spectra
y linearly interpolating the quasar flux measured o v er 35 Å on both
ides of the [O II ] emission. It is evident that the [O II ] emission is
ell-separated from the QSO along PA = 90 ◦. The bottom panel

lso displays the 2 σ contour about the median and the centroid is
arked with a ‘ + ’. Based on this we, constrain the impact parameter

o be 8 . 1 kpc . Due to poor spectral point spread function, we were
nable to use the spectra obtained at PA = 0 ◦ to further refine the
osition of the [O II ] emission. Interestingly, we find a galaxy at an
mpact parameter of 302 kpc with redshift z = 0.553 within 220
m s −1 of this USMg II absorber in the SDSS catalogue. Ho we ver, it
s most likely that this galaxy is unrelated to the USMg II absorber
s it is at a larger impact parameter and has a much higher velocity
eparation relative to the USMg II absorption, compared to the galaxy
t an impact paramter of 8.1 kpc. 

In the remaining two cases, z abs = 0.5187 towards J2108 −0747
nd z abs = 0.4392 towards J2127 + 0827, while the host galaxies
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Figure 4. An illustration of the procedure for determining the impact parameter for USMg II systems with the host galaxies at low impact parameter to the 
background quasar. Observed and continuum subtracted 2D spectra are shown in the top and bottom panels, respectively. In the left most panel, we show the 
continuum subtracted 2D spectrum of J1216 + 0350. [O II ] emission is clearly detected with an off-set of 1.27 arcsec from the quasar trace (solid horizontal line). 
This corresponds to an impact parameter of 8.1 kpc (see Section 4.1 for details). The solid black contour corresponds to the 3 σ noise level on top of the mean 
background. Similar plots for J2108 −0747 and J2127 + 0827 are shown in the middle and right-hand panels, respectively. 

Figure 5. Left-hand panel: DECaLS r -band image of J0156 + 0343 with the slit position shown with red dashed lines. We identify 5 possible galaxies within 
50 kpc to the quasar sightline (blue circle). Middle and right-hand panels show the 2D spectrum before and after the continuum subtraction. We detect [O II ] 
emission associated with G1 ( D = 14 kpc) and G2 ( D = 34 kpc) indicated by ‘ + ’ in the figure. G5 could be interacting strongly with G1. We also see strong 
[O II ] emission in between G1 and G2 that could be related to the gas expelled from the interaction between G1 and G5. Photometric redshifts of G3 and G4 are 
0.455 ± 0.106 and 0.524 ± 0.112, respectively, that are also consistent with that of the USMg II absorption. 
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re not distinctly visible, their quasar images show extensions (see 
ig. 2 ). We observed these targets keeping the slit aligned to these
xtended features and detected emission lines well-detached from the 
uasar trace in both cases. After subtracting the quasar contribution 
n the 2D image, we estimate the impact parameters to be 12 and
.3 kpc, respectively, for J2108 −0747 and J2127 + 0827 (see Fig. 4 ).
For the case of USMg II absorption at z abs = 0.5581 along the line

f sight to J0156 + 0343, we identify a group of 5 galaxies (among
hich a merger is possibly present) close to the line of sight (see
ig. 5 ). The nearest galaxy G1 could be part of a tidally interacting
air with G5. In our slit spectrum we detect [O II ] emission from
he galaxy G1 ( D = 14 kpc) and G2 ( D = 34 kpc). We also detect
O II ] emission between these two galaxies. The galaxies G3, G4,
nd, G5 have photometric redshifts 0.455 ± 0.106, 0.524 ± 0.112, 
nd 0.488 ± 0.104, respectively. Thus, this absorber is most likely to 
riginate from gas associated with a group of interacting galaxies. 

.2 Galaxy parameters from SED fitting 

ext we measure the host galaxy properties such as B -band ab-
olute magnitude and luminosity ( M B and L B ), stellar mass ( M � ),
tar formation rate (SFR), and specific star formation rate (sSFR)
sing available spectroscopic and photometric data and template 
tting methods. Since the USMg II host galaxies are at low impact
arameters to the quasar sightline, we model the quasar image using
he appropriate SDSS point spread function (Xin et al. 2018 ), and then
ubtract it from the original image before extracting the parameters 
f the host galaxies. The procedure for modelling and subtracting 
he PSF for the USMg II system J0004 −0826 is shown in Fig. 6 . We

easure the flux of the host galaxy in different photometric passbands
nd correct for finite telescope gain using standard approaches pre- 
ented in the SExtractor software (Bertin & Arnouts 1996 ) and
he PYTHON fork of the software, Source Extraction and Photometry 
Barbary 2016 ). 

We make use of the publicly available PYTHON package, Bayesian 
nalysis of Galaxies for Physical Inference and Parameter ESti- 
ation ( BAGPIPES ; Carnall et al. 2018 ), to extract the galaxy

arameters. We consider the stellar population models by Bruzual & 

harlot ( 2003 ), constructed assuming the Kroupa & Boily ( 2002 )
MF, and recently updated by Che v allard & Charlot ( 2016 ) to include
he MILES stellar spectral library (Falc ́on-Barroso et al. 2011 ) and
n updated stellar evolutionary track (Marigo et al. 2013 ). We used
MNRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
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Figure 6. Top left: The DECaLS r -band image of the observational configuration, with the background quasar and the targeted galaxy marked with symbols, 
‘ � ’ and ‘ + ’, respectively, for the USMg II system at z abs = 0.5544 towards J0004 −0826. The blue dashed circle corresponds to a projected radius of 50 kpc at 
the redshift of the host galaxy around the quasar. Red dashed lines show the slit orientation used in our spectroscopic obser v ations. Top right: observed 
spectrum of the galaxy in cyan-green colour with different emission and absorption lines marked using vertical dashed lines. The synthetic spectrum obtained 
from the SED fitting e x ercise, resampled at the observed wavelengths, is overplotted on top of the observed galaxy spectrum (orange). The bottom panels 
demonstrate the process of modeling and subtracting the quasar PSF from the SDSS photometry to obtain the galaxy fluxes. Bottom left: The actual 50 arcsec ×
50 arcsec SDSS i -band image of the quasar J0004 −0826. Bottom middle: the model QSO image obtained by the fitting the quasar image with the SDSS PSF. 
Bottom right: Residual image after the pix el-by-pix el subtraction of the middle panel from the left-hand panel. The orange ellipse presents the inclination and 
the orientation of the galaxy obtained from fitting the galaxy image. The red ‘ •’ and ‘ � ’ mark the centre of the galaxy and the quasar, respectively. 
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he default implementations of nebular emission, dust, and IGM
ttenuation in BAGPIPES . More details of modeling and fitting the
alaxy SED to the spectroscopic/photometric data using BAGPIPES
an be found in section 3.1 of Carnall et al. ( 2018 ). 

To start with, we fix the redshift of the galaxies to their spec-
roscopic redshifts. We assume that all stars within the galaxy have
he same metallicity, and vary it with a uniform prior in the range
.01–2.5 of the solar metallicity. We parametrize the star formation
istories (SFHs) using the delayed exponential model. We also chose
 flat prior for the logarithm of the total stellar mass formed, in
he units of solar mass in the range 0–13. It is known that derived
arameters depend on our choice of SFH. Using BAGPIPES , Carnall
t al. ( 2019 ) have obtained the M � , SFR, dust attenuation, and
etallicity posteriors for the galaxies to lie within 1 − 2 σ of the

riginal values in the mock catalogue with four different kinds
f SFHs (an exponentially declining SFH, delayed exponentially
eclining SFH, a lognormal SFH and, a double power-law SFH)
ith a bias of about 0 . 1 dex in M � and a bias of 0 . 2 dex in SFR.
e shall keep this in mind while discussing these parameters. The
hole process for the USMg II system J0004 −0826 is demonstrated

n Fig. 6 . In the top panel, we show the QSO field in the left and the
bserved spectrum in the right-hand panels. In the bottom panels,
e show the QSO image (left), model PSF (middle) and the galaxy

mage after subtracting the model QSO PSF (right). In the top left
NRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
anel, we o v erlay the best-fitted SED on the observed spectrum.
his clearly reproduces all the absorption and emission lines and the
tellar continuum very well. 

The model parameters for the best-fitted case are summarized for
2 USMg II host galaxies, where the host galaxies are photometrically
eparable from the background quasars in Table. 6 . For each USMg II
ystem, this table provides, coordinates of the background quasars
nd the USMg II host galaxies (columns 1 and 2), inferred stellar mass,
est frame B -band absolute magnitude, rest frame B -band luminosity
nd SFR in columns 2, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. The stellar mass of
he USMg II host galaxies is in the range, 10.21 � log ( M � / M �) �
1.62, with a median value of log ( M � / M �) = 10.64. We convert the
tellar mass to the dark matter halo mass ( M h ) using the stellar-to-
alo mass relation provided by Girelli et al. ( 2020 ). Halo masses and
he corresponding virial radius, R h (we use R 200 for this purpose),
ssociated with the USMg II host galaxies are given in column 8 and
, respectively. 
Next we estimate the B -band luminosities using the synthetic

pectrum obtained from the SED fitting of the USMg II host galaxies.
irst, we de-redshift the synthetic spectrum to its rest frame by
onserving the total energy and then we calculated the rest frame
 -band flux by appropriately weighting the B -band filter transmis-
ion curv e. F ollowing the prescription of Fukugita, Shimasaku &
chikawa ( 1995 ), we convert this flux to the absolute magnitude of

art/stac1106_f6.eps
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Table 6. Properties of the USMg II host galaxies not sitting on top of the background quasars inferred from the SED fitting. 

Quasar Galaxy log ( M � / M �) M B [ L B /10 43 ] SFR (SED) SFR [O II ] log ( M h / M �) R h 

(ergs s −1 ) ( M � yr −1 ) ( M � yr −1 ) (kpc) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

J000413.73 −082625.4 J000413.99 −082624.27 10 . 99 + 0 . 06 
−0 . 06 −21.68 ± 0.09 15.36 ± 0.09 10 . 25 + 0 . 96 

−0 . 87 1.37 ± 0.44 12.24 228 

J015635.18 + 034308.1 J015635.21 + 034306.03 10 . 21 + 0 . 33 
−0 . 33 −20.06 ± 0.25 3.45 ± 0.79 7 . 39 + 49 . 52 

−6 . 34 2.31 ± 0.73 11.65 145 

J024008.21 −081223.4 J024008.39 −081222.53 10 . 57 + 0 . 07 
−0 . 08 −20.68 ± 0.13 6.13 ± 0.76 5 . 87 + 0 . 74 

−0 . 87 1.55 ± 0.49 11.87 174 

J033438.28 −071149.0 J033438.08 −071152.08 10 . 57 + 0 . 12 
−0 . 14 −20.81 ± 0.15 6.87 ± 0.94 4 . 55 + 1 . 16 

−1 . 12 6.50 ± 1.86 11.88 169 

J085627.09 + 074031.7 J085627.31 + 074029.51 11 . 02 + 0 . 21 
−0 . 42 −19.05 ± 0.16 1.37 ± 0.20 17 . 90 + 10 . 29 

−7 . 60 0.26 ± 0.08 12.27 237 

J092222.58 + 040858.7 J092222.52 + 040856.00 10 . 26 + 0 . 09 
−0 . 07 −20.06 ± 0.12 3.46 ± 0.39 2 . 59 + 0 . 23 

−0 . 34 2.06 ± 0.66 11.66 154 

J121453.29 + 080457.7 J121453.46 + 080457.03 10 . 71 + 0 . 13 
−0 . 17 −20.28 ± 0.12 4.22 ± 0.46 4 . 95 + 0 . 78 

−0 . 82 2.23 ± 0.71 11.97 192 

J155003.71 + 031325.0 J155003.47 + 031325.77 11 . 62 + 0 . 19 
−0 . 20 −21.21 ± 0.10 9.99 ± 0.96 33 . 51 + 22 . 0 

−14 . 13 1.44 ± 0.46 13.56 624 

J212143.98 + 003954.2 J212144.18 + 003954.25 10 . 37 + 0 . 15 
−0 . 15 −20.33 ± 0.14 4.42 ± 0.56 7 . 93 + 1 . 70 

−1 . 89 1.66 ± 0.51 11.75 157 

J220330.04 −002211.4 J220329.76-002215.03 10 . 22 + 0 . 11 
−0 . 12 −20.39 ± 0.10 4.68 ± 0.43 3 . 74 + 0 . 61 

−0 . 70 4.68 ± 1.34 11.64 153 

J232653.15 + 002142.9 J232653.20 + 002148.10 11 . 07 + 0 . 24 
−0 . 26 −20.68 ± 0.21 6.13 ± 0.21 20 . 14 + 10 . 14 

−7 . 74 1.03 ± 0.32 12.34 245 

J233548.62 −023734.3 J233548.79 −023734.79 10 . 81 + 0 . 15 
−0 . 13 −20.58 ± 0.10 5.58 ± 0.53 6 . 65 + 2 . 59 

−1 . 49 0.62 ± 0.19 12.06 204 
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he galaxy (given in column 4 of Table 6 ). Then we determined the B -
and luminosity of these galaxies by comparing their magnitude with 
he solar magnitude and luminosity. These values are summarized 
n column 5 of Table. 6 . The USMg II host galaxies have absolute
 -band magnitude between −19.05 and −21.68, with a median 
alue of −20.49. Only two of the galaxies are brighter than the
haracteristic B -band luminosity of the field galaxies at redshift z =
.5 ( M 

� 
B = −21 . 15; Faber et al. 2007 ). 

Further, for a set of isolated host galaxies of Mg II systems, (defined
s host galaxies without any nearest neighbour within 100 kpc and 
elocity separation within 500 km s −1 ) from the MAGIICAT surv e y
Nielsen et al. 2013a ), we calculated the rest-frame B -band absolute
agnitudes from the synthetic spectrum obtained from the SED 

tting, and compared them against the values provided in the MAGI-
CAT surv e y and found them to be consistent. We also calculated the
alaxy parameters for the host galaxies identified in the MAGIICAT 

urv e y. Although in the MAGIICAT surv e y, the impact factor goes
p to 200 kpc, we are particularly interested in the galaxies with a
maller impact parameter, as isolated USMg II host galaxies identified 
n the combined sample of our work and from the literature have a
aximum impact parameter of 53.8 kpc. Therefore, we consider the 

solated Mg II absorption systems from the MAGIICAT surv e y up to
0 kpc. For these galaxies, we find 8.65 � log ( M � / M �) � 12.12, 
ith a median value of log ( M � / M �) = 10.51. In the MAGIICAT 

urv e y, there are a total of 98 isolated Mg II host galaxies within
he impact parameter of 60 kpc, out of which 76 are observed and
dentified as photometric sources in the SDSS photometric surv e y. 
n the following sections, we will be comparing the host galaxy 
arameters of our USMg II absorbers with those obtained for these 
alaxies. 

 RESULTS  

n this section, we discuss the properties of identified USMg II host
alaxies and compare them with that of GOTOQs (Joshi et al. 2017 ),
g II host galaxies identified in surv e ys like MAGIICAT (Nielsen

t al. 2013a ), MAGG (Dutta et al. 2020 ), MEGAFLOW (Schroetter
t al. 2019 ), and SIMPLE (Bouch ́e et al. 2007 ). We also explore
ossible correlations between the observed properties of galaxies and 
bsorption lines. Ho we ver, one has to keep in mind that our surv e y
f USMg II host galaxies, GOTOQs, MEGAFLOW , and SIMPLE are 
absorber-centric’ surv e ys, i.e. aimed at studying the host galaxies 
f known absorption systems. MAGG surv e y, on the other hand,
s a ‘galaxy-centric’ surv e y, i.e. aimed at understanding the gas
istribution around a population of galaxies while MAGIICAT is 
 combination of both types from the literature. 

.1 USMg II systems and star-forming galaxies 

e have identified host galaxies in the case of 18 out of 21 (i.e.
86 per cent) USMg II absorbers listed in Table 2 . Only for one

i.e. z abs = 0.5896 towards J0218 −0832) of these 18 USMg II
bsorbers (listed in Table 5 ) the host galaxy does not show [O II ]
mission. The galaxy redshift in this case was measured based on
bsorption lines and a weak H α emission (Rahmani et al. 2016 )
orresponding to an SFR of 0.42 M � yr −1 . Moreo v er, at least for
6 (i.e. excluding z = 0.4801 absorber towards J2338 −0056) out
f 21 USMg II absorbers (i.e. all the USMg II systems for which we
ave host galaxy observations listed in Table 2 ) the identified host
alaxies clearly show detectable nebular emission lines indicating an 
n-going star formation. The [O II ] based SFR are higher than 1 M �
r −1 in 14 galaxies. From the 21 systems discussed abo v e and the
wo GOTOQs J1025 −0046 and J0930 + 0018 that were not observed
ith SALT, we can conclude at least ∼70 per cent of the USMg II

bsorbers (i.e. 16/23) are associated with star-forming galaxies (i.e. 
FR > 1 M � yr −1 ) and between 4.8 and 30 per cent of the absorbers
re hosted by passive galaxies. 

Among the three non-detected cases (USMg II absorption towards 
2045 −0704 at z abs = 0.5649, J2301 −0212 at z abs = 0.5367, and,
1114 −0023 at z abs = 0.5610), for the first two cases we obtained
he upper limits on L [O II ] (or SFR) assuming the targeted potential
SMg II host galaxies are indeed the USMg II host galaxies (see

ast row of Fig. 2 ). To calculate the upper limit on the SFR, we
rst remo v e the quasar trace from the 2D spectrum around the
egion of the expected [O II ] emission as discussed in 4.1 . Then
e selected a 2D rectangular patch centred on the expected [O II ]

mission having width equal to the typical width of the [O II ] emission
ine (FWHM = 350 km s −1 ) in our sample and height equal to
he FWHM of spectral PSF obtained by fitting the quasar trace.
ext, we calculated the total counts within this rectangular patch 
y summing o v er all the pixel counts that happens to fall within
his patch. We convert this to [O II ] flux using our flux calibration
olutions. The 3 σ upper limits on L [O II ] for the host galaxies of
he USMg II absorbers along the line of sight to J2045 −0704 and
2301 −0212 are 0.76 and 1.12 × 10 41 erg s −1 , respectiv ely. F or the
SMg II system J1114 −0023, the targeted galaxy turns out to be a
MNRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
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igh redshift galaxy and from the DECaLS photometry, we find that
he galaxy with the consistent photometric redshift of the USMg II
bsorption sits outside our slit. 

In their SINFONI Mg II Program for Line Emitters (SIMPLE),
ouch ́e et al. ( 2007 ) have identified host galaxies of 6 USMg II

ystems at 0.8 < z < 1.0 out of 8 systems searched for H α

mission. Nestor et al. ( 2011b ) also have identified the host galaxies
ssociated with two USMg II absorption systems at z abs ∼ 0.7 (i.e.
 abs = 0.7646 system towards 0747 + 305 and z abs = 0.669 towards
1417 + 011). Both the USMg II absorption were associated with a
air of starburst galaxies in the impact parameter range of 29–61 kpc.
n the MAGIICAT full sample there is only one USMg II system (i.e
 abs = 0.836 627 towards J000448.11 −415728.8 from Guillemin &
ergeron 1997 ). The measured impact parameter in this case is
3.8 kpc, and the galaxy does not show detectable [O II ] emission. 
Dutta et al. ( 2020 ) have identified a total of 53 galaxies either

n an isolated or in a group environment, associated with 21 Mg II
bsorbers out of a total sample of 27 Mg II absorbers spanning a range
n W 2796 of 0.02–3.2 Å at 0.8 ≤ z ≤ 1.5. This gives a host galaxy
etection rate of 78 per cent that is 90 per cent complete down to a
O II ] flux limit of 3 × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm 

−2 . Only one USMg II system
s present in this sample associated with an isolated galaxy with an
mpact parameter of 18 kpc. Schroetter et al. ( 2019 ) have identified
t least one host galaxy using the [O II ] emission line associated
ith 59 strong Mg II absorbers ( W 2796 � 0 . 3 Å), with a detection rate
f about 75 per cent out of the 79 strong Mg II absorption systems
resent along the line of sight of 22 quasars they studied as a part of
heir MEGAFLOW surv e y using the MUSE IFU. Their 5 σ detection
imit is ∼4 × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm 

−2 . There are three USMg II absorbers
n this sample, with all of them associated with isolated [O II ] emitting
alaxies with impact parameters in the range 9.1–24.5 kpc. 

We summarize the details of USMg II systems from the literature in
able F1 of the Appendix. Out of these 14 USMg II literature systems,
ost galaxies of 13 (i.e ∼93 per cent) show nebular emission lines
ith SFR in excess of 2 M � yr −1 (see last column in table F1 in the
ppendix). 
In the same redshift range as our USMg II sample, Rahmani

t al. ( 2016 ) have detected host galaxies of DLAs and sub-DLAs
ith a success rate of 78 per cent at an impact parameter of 10–
0 kpc, with 71 per cent of the host galaxies showing multiple
ebular emission lines [typical limiting flux is in the range (1.5–
.0) × 10 −17 erg s −1 cm 

−2 ]. Note that different literature studies have
ifferent selection criteria (pre-selection/blind), observing strategy
long-slit/MOS/IFU), sensitivity limit of observations, definition of
bsorber–galaxy association (i.e. velocity and impact parameter
ange considered). Despite this, the discussions presented abo v e
onfirm that the [O II ] emission is frequently detected irrespective of
 2796 . Moti v ated by this, we check whether there is any correlation

etween W 2796 and [O II ] luminosity in Section 5.5 . 

.2 Velocity difference between the host galaxy and the USMg II 

bsorber 

n Fig. 7 , we plot the histogram of the rest-frame velocity offset
etween the host galaxy and the Mg II absorption. The velocity
ifference is measured using z abs of Mg II absorption seen in the
uasar spectrum with respect to the galaxy redshift measured using
he [O II ] line. The distribution is well fitted with a Gaussian having
 mean velocity offset of, μ = 3.48 ± 5.92 km s −1 with a dispersion
f σ = 71.02 ± 4.83 km s −1 . All the identified host-galaxies have
elocity offset well within 200 km s −1 to the absorption redshift.
ote that the uncertainty in measured galaxy redshift from the [O II ]
NRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
s typically 60 km s −1 . This figure also shows the distribution of
elocity difference found for GOTOQs from Joshi et al. ( 2017 ) in
he same redshift range. In this case we find μ = −44.05 ± 6.69
m s −1 with a dispersion of σ = 73.21 ± 5.50 km s −1 . Significant
lbeit small non-zero μ value found here is interesting. We will
nvestigate this in more detail using long-slit spectroscopy of bright
OTOQs in our upcoming paper. 
Huang et al. ( 2021 ) have found μ ∼ 0 km s −1 with a dispersion of
= 84 km s −1 for their full sample of galaxies associated with Mg II

bsorbers at z = 0.10–0.48. They also found the dispersion to be
arger (i.e. σ ∼ 235 km s −1 ) for the non-isolated galaxies. In the case
f the MAGG sample with absorbers at 0.8 < z < 1.5, the measured
edian velocity difference is μ = −8.0 km s −1 and σ ≈ 62 km s −1 

or the single galaxies and ≈208 km s −1 for the group galaxies
Dutta et al. 2020 ). Seventy five per cent of these galaxies are within
200 km s −1 of the Mg II absorption. Interestingly in our sample,

he only system with clearly identified non-isolated host galaxies
beyond D = 100 kpc) is USMg II absorber towards J2207 −0901 at
 abs = 0.5623 studied by Gauthier ( 2013 ). If we combine this with the
on-isolated host galaxies studied by Nestor et al. ( 2011a ), we find the
ean velocity offset to be μ = 106.4 km s −1 and σ = 201.3 km s −1 .
his trend of larger velocity dispersion for non-isolated galaxies,

hough based on only 3 USMg II absorbers, is consistent with what
as been found for literature samples discussed abo v e. 

.3 Impact parameter: distribution and correlations 

he measured impact parameter ( D ) of the USMg II host galaxies
re listed in column 5 of Table 5 and its distribution is shown
n Fig. 8 . In the case of multiple host galaxy identifications we
onsider the nearest one (i.e. smallest D values). Recall, in the case
f USMg II system at z abs = 0.4801 towards J2338 −0056, the galaxy
ith the consistent redshift is at D = 79 kpc, while there are two
earby galaxies for which we could not measure the redshifts. When
e consider the nearest identified galaxy to the USMg II absorber

excluding the case of J2338 −0056), the D values are in the range
.3–38 kpc with a median D of 18 kpc. If we include two GOTOQs,
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Figure 8. The impact parameter distribution of the USMg II host galaxies 
identified in our surv e y (blue), from the literature (orange), and the host 
galaxies of DLAs and sub-DLAs (green, Rahmani et al. 2016 ). The cumulative 
distribution of D for the USMg II absorbers (ours + literature sample) and that 
for the DLAs and sub-DLAs are shown in brown and red, respectively. 
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Figure 10. The scatter plot of W 2796 versus D . Our USMg II systems are 
shown in red and literature data are shown in different symbols (as indicated 
in the panel). Black (cyan-green) solid curve with grey shaded region shows 
the best fit to the full sample (USMg II systems) and the associated error. It is 
evident that there is no anticorrelation between W 2796 and D for the USMg II 
absorbers (also see figs G1 and G2 in the Appendix). 
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 abs = 0.5561 system towards J1025 −0046 and z abs = 0.5928 towards
0930 + 0018, then the median D is 16 kpc. 

As mentioned before DLAs tend to have large W 2796 , therefore it
s important to compare the D-distributions of USMg II and DLAs
n order to understand differences in their origin. In Fig. 8 , we also
how the distributions of D for the USMg II host galaxies found in
he literature (see table F1 in the Appendix), as well as the host
alaxies of DLAs and the sub-DLAs (at 0.01 ≤ z abs ≤ 3.4) given in
ahmani et al. ( 2016 ). In the sample of USMg II systems from the

iterature, the impact parameter for the nearest galaxy ranges from 

 to 53.8 kpc with a median D of 17 kpc. The impact parameter of
he DLAs and sub-DLAs ranges from 1 to 182 kpc with a median
 of 14 kpc. We performed a KS test between the distributions
f D for the two samples (sub-DLAs + DLA sample versus the
ombined USMg II sample, i.e. ours + literature sample). We find 
he maximum difference between the cumulative distributions to 
e 0.30 and the probability of this difference to occur by chance
eing 0.08. This suggests that the two samples of absorbers belong 
o different parent populations at the ∼2 σ level. The difference 
ainly comes from few DLA host galaxies with large impact 

arameters. 
Next we explore the correlation between W 2796 and other param- 

ters such as E ( B −V ), different equivalent width ratios and velocity
ffset. We do not find any clear trend between E ( B −V ) and D in
ur sample. Spearman rank correlation analysis between the two 
ives a correlation coefficient of, r S = −0.05, confirming the lack 
f a correlation. We also do not find any significant correlation (or
nticorrelation) between D and W 

Mg I 
2853 / W 

Mg II 
2796 . We do see some trend 

f large R = W 

Fe II 
2600 / W 

Mg II 
2796 having smaller D (when we exclude the 

 abs = 0.5624 system towards J232653.15 + 002142 that has Mg II

oublet ratio less than 1 and W 

Fe II 
2600 = 4 . 29 Å). We find a Spearman 

orrelation coefficient of r S = −0.48 between D and R . It will be
nteresting to confirm this trend with a larger sample. 

In Fig. 9 , we plot the velocity offset of the host galaxy with
espect to the absorption redshift and the impact parameter for our 
SMg II sample. There is no clear correlation evident between these 

wo quantities. The figure also suggests that there is no correlation 
etween W 2796 and either D or the velocity offset. As W 2796 is
elated to the line-of-sight velocity spread, lack of strong velocity 
ffset is consistent with the velocity field in the absorbing gas being
ymmetric with respect to the systemic redshift of the galaxies. 

.4 Impact parameter versus W 2796 

t has now been well-established that W 2796 anticorrelates with D ,
lbeit with a large scatter (Bergeron & Boiss ́e 1991 ; Steidel 1995 ;
hen et al. 2010a ; Nielsen et al. 2013b ). In Fig. 10 , we plot W 2796 

ersus D for our sample as well as data from the literature. It is a
ommon practice to characterize this anticorrelation, either by a log- 
inear or a power-law dependence. Best-fitting relationship obtained 
or different samples in the literature are summarized in T able 7 . W e
MNRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
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M

Table 7. Best fit to the relationship between W 2796 versus D . 

log ( W 2796 ) Reference 

( −0.015 ± 0.002) D (kpc) + (0.27 ± 0.11) Nielsen, Churchill & Kacprzak ( 2013b ) 
( −0.005 ± 0.002) D (kpc) − (0.09 ± 0.12) Rubin et al. ( 2018 ) 
( −1.17 ± 0.10)log ( D ( h −1 kpc)) + (1.28 ± 0.13) Chen et al. ( 2010a ) 
( −0.72 ± 0.25)log ( D (kpc)) + (0.83 ± 0.38) Huang et al. ( 2021 ) 
( −0.019 ± 0.002) D (kpc) + (0.464 ± 0.039) This work 
( −0.016 ± 0.003) D (kpc) + (0.702 ± 0.067) This work (0.4 ≤ z ≤ 0.6) 
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btained the best fit to the data plotted in Fig. 10 using the standard
rocedure discussed in Appendix G. The best-fitting relationship for
he full sample is also shown in Fig. 10 and provided in Table 7 . This
able also provides results for absorbers at 0.4 ≤ z ≤ 0.6 (see fig. G1
n the Appendix). 

It is apparent that USMg II systems occupy a distinct region in the
lot and do not follow the general anticorrelation between W 2796 and
 (also see fig. G2 in the Appendix). For example, for the power-law
t given by Chen et al. ( 2010a ) W 2796 ≥ 3 Å is realized for D ≤
.85 kpc. For the log-linear fit given by Nielsen et al. ( 2013b ), W 2796 

aturates to a value of 1.86 Å for D = 0 kpc. Fit saturating to lower
 2796 is also the case for the fit discussed in fig. 12 of Dutta et al.

 2020 ). Even for our best fit for 0.4 ≤ z ≤ 0.6 absorbers (that also
ncludes USMg II systems in the fit) USMg II systems are expected to
ave D ≤ 14 kpc. This is lower than the median values discussed
bo v e. Clearly the distribution of D for the USMg II is inconsistent
ith the predictions from the general population of Mg II absorbers.
The large scatter seen around the best fit is most likely to be driven

y various galaxy properties such as z abs , luminosity (Chen et al.
010b ; Nielsen et al. 2013b ), stellar mass (Churchill et al. 2013 ),
alo radius, and the orientation (Bouch ́e et al. 2012 ). Indeed, Huang
t al. ( 2021 ) have explicitly shown that the scatter decreases when
ne takes the galaxy luminosity, stellar mass, and halo radius into
ccount for the star-forming isolated galaxies (see also Chen et al.
010a ). Recent wide-field IFU surv e ys using MUSE like the MUDF
Fossati et al. 2019 ), MUSE-ALMA Halos (Hamanowicz et al. 2020 ),
s well as grisms surv e ys using HST (Dutta et al. 2020 ; Lundgren et al.
021 ) are adding further scatter to the W 2796 − D plot, by identifying
ultiple galaxies associated with Mg II systems out to large impact

arameters. Therefore, the environment and ambiguity in absorber–
alaxy association are other factors that enhance the scatter. In what
ollows, we explore how the abo v e-mentioned properties of USMg II
ost galaxies compare with that of the host galaxies in the general
opulation of Mg II absorbers. 
In Fig. 11 , we plot M � versus D colour coded using W 2796 . When we

onsider the MAGIICAT galaxies, for a given W 2796 massive galaxies
end to be at a larger impact parameter. We also find a correlation
etween M � and D that can be approximated by log ( M/M �) =
0 . 036 ± 0 . 006) D( kpc ) + (9 . 301 ± 0 . 225). The solid black line and
he gre y-shaded re gion around it in the figure correspond to this fit and
he associated 1 σ uncertainty , respectively . The dashed rectangular
ox in this figure encompasses the points from the USMg II sample.
t is evident that the USMg II galaxies are more massive than the

AGIICAT host galaxies for the same impact parameter (in line
ith the findings of Rubin et al. 2018 ; Dutta et al. 2020 ). Note only
 out of 12 USMg II host galaxies are within 1 σ region of the fit.
e also see similar trend when we use M B instead of M � , i.e. there

s a correlation between M B and D , and USMg II galaxies tend to be
righter compared to the relationship defined by MAGIICAT points
see Appendix H). The correlation between D and M B and/or M ∗
re typically used in the literature (Chen et al. 2010a ; Huang et al.
NRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
021 ) to reduce the scatter in the D v ersus W 2796 plots. F or the
edian impact parameter and M ∗ of our host galaxies, equation (16)

f Huang et al. ( 2021 ) predicts W 2796 = 1.5 Å. Thus it appears that
SMg II absorbers do not follow the general trend and the scatter in D
ersus W 2796 plot cannot explained by previously reported correction
o the host galaxy stellar mass. 

.5 [O II ] luminosity and star formation rate 

he measured [O II ] line flux for all the host galaxies of our
SMg II systems are given in column 6 of Table 5 . These values

re obtained after applying the corrections as explained above (see
ection 3 ) but without applying any dust correction. Left-hand panel

n Fig. 12 , we plot the distribution of [O II ] luminosity ( L [O II ] ) scaled
y the characteristic [O II ] luminosity ( L 

� 
[O II ] ) of the field galaxies

Comparat et al. 2016 ) at the host galaxy redshift. The blue histogram
ith star, orange histogram with tilted vertical lines, the red histogram
ith the horizontal lines and the green histogram with tilted lines
n the left corresponds to the distribution of the scaled L [O II ] of
he USMg II host galaxies from our USMg II sample, GOTOQs (Joshi
t al. 2017 ), MEGAFLOW-III surv e y (Schroetter et al. 2019 ), MAGG
urv e y (Dutta et al. 2020 ) respectively. The [O II ] luminosity of our

art/stac1106_f11.eps
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Figure 12. Left-hand panel : Distribution of [O II ] luminosity scaled by the characteristic [O II ] luminosity of the field galaxies (Comparat et al. 2016 ) at the 
redshift of the galaxies. The blue histogram with stars, orange histogram tilted vertical lines, the magenta histogram with the horizontal lines and the green 
histogram with tilted lines on the left corresponds to the [O II ] luminosity distribution of the USMg II host galaxies from our USMg II sample, of the GOTOQs 
(Joshi et al. 2017 ), galaxies from the MEGAFLOW-III surv e y (Schroetter et al. 2019 ), MAGG surv e y (Dutta et al. 2020 ), respectively. Right-hand panel : W 2796 

against the scaled [O II ] luminosity. Colour assignment is same as that of the left-hand panel. The red stars correspond to the median values of the W 2796 and 
L O II / L 

� 
O II in 4 sub-sample based on W 2796 (see text for details). The horizontal dashed black line corresponds to W 2796 = 3 Å, i.e. limiting value for the USMg II 

systems. The vertical dashed line in both the panels corresponds to the characteristic [O II ] luminosity, L 

� 
[O II ] . 
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alaxies ranges from 0.06 to 1.43 L 

� 
[O II ] , with a median value of

.39 L 

� 
[O II ] with L 

� 
[O II ] ( z = 0 . 5) = 3 . 2 × 10 41 erg s −1 . Note that,

n the case of z abs = 0.5896 towards J021820.10 −083259.4, the 
ost galaxy does not show detectable [O II ] emission with L [O II ] ≤
 . 8 × 10 41 erg s −1 (3 σ ). In the case of galaxies identified by Gauthier
 2013 ) for the z abs = 0.5623 system towards J220702.53 −090127.7,
he observed [O II ] luminosity of the galaxy with the lowest D is 0.56
 

� 
[O II ] . 
Using the [O II ] luminosity function (Comparat et al. 2016 )

e calculate the median expected L [O II ] and the num- 
er of galaxies having L [O II ] ≥ L 

� 
[O II ] . When we consider 

 min = 0 . 06 per cent (or 0 . 1 per cent )L 

� 
[O II ] based on the lowest lu- 

inosity observed in our sample, we expects about 0.6 per cent (or
.5 per cent) of galaxies in our sample will be super- L 

� 
[O II ] . Also

xpected median [O II ] luminosity is less than 0.2 L 

∗
[O II ] . Therefore,

ut of 18 USMg II host galaxies in our sample, we expect about 0.2
f them to be super- L 

� 
[O II ] galaxies. In our sample there are two

ost galaxies with L [O II ] in excess of L 

� 
[O II ] and the observed median

alue (0.39 L 

� 
[O II ] ) is higher than that predicted ( < 0 . 2 L 

� 
[O II ] ) from the

uminosity function. Therefore, we can conclude that L [O II ] of the 
SMg II host galaxies are significantly higher than what we expect 

rom random sample of galaxies and USMg II selection preferentially 
icks galaxies with higher L [O II ] . 
The SFR is assumed to be proportional to the [O II ] luminos-

ty of the galaxy and is given by Kennicutt ( 1998 ), SFR [O II ] =
1 . 4 ± 0 . 4) × 10 −41 L [O II ] ergs s −1 . Measured SFR [O II ] are also given
n Table 6 . As can be seen from this table, SFR based on SED fitting
anges from 2.6 to 33.5 M �yr −1 , with a median value of 7.7 M �yr −1 ,
hereas the SFR [O II ] ranges from 0.26 to 6.50 M �yr −1 , with a median 
alue of 1.61 M �yr −1 . It is well documented that the SFR obtained
ased on [O II ] emission line have systematic uncertainties that 
epend on variation in reddening, chemical abundance (stellar mass 
hrough the mass metallicity relations), and ionization (Moustakas, 
ennicutt & Tremonti 2006 ; Gilbank et al. 2010 ). A considerable

ontribution to the underestimation of SFR [O II ] originates from the 
ust corrections that we have not applied for our estimation. Also
t has been found that in galaxies with 12 + [O/H] > 8.7 (or B -
and luminosity in excess 10 11 L B �) one tends to underestimate the
FR [O II ] (Moustakas et al. 2006 ). Therefore, we have used SFR from

he SED fitting in the analysis presented below. 

.6 [O II ] luminosity versus W 2796 

f the large W 2796 of the USMg II absorbers is related to feedback
rocesses in the host galaxy, then we expect a correlation between
 2796 and L [O II ] . Such a correlation is also found between the L [O II ] 

nd W 2796 in the stacked SDSS spectrum (Noterdaeme et al. 2008 ;
 ́enard et al. 2011 ). It was suggested that if this correlation is

riv en by an y physical mechanism then one can use W 2796 as a
roxy to pick high-luminosity star-forming galaxies. Ho we ver, as 
ointed out by Joshi et al. ( 2018 ), the main driver for this correlation
ould be the impact parameter versus W 2796 correlation (also see 
 ́opez & Chen 2012 ). In that case, there is a high probability for
mission from the galaxies hosting the high W 2796 systems to fall 
nside the SDSS fiber compared to the host galaxies of the low
 2796 systems. 
In their SIMPLE sample, Bouch ́e et al. ( 2007 ) have found a 2 σ

orrelation between the SFR derived from the H α luminosity and 
 2796 . The y e xplained this by assuming the absorbing gas being part

f the wind from the host galaxies. As we now have larger number of
 [O II ] measurements for host galaxies of Mg II absorbers, we revisit

his correlation. In the right-hand panel of Fig. 12 , we plot the scaled
O II ] luminosity, i.e. L [O II ] / L 

� 
[O II ] , versus W 2796 . We do not find any

rend between W 2796 and L [O II ] / L 

� 
[O II ] in our USMg II sample alone. 
MNRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
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n the same plot, we also show the points from the GOTOQ, MAGG,
nd MEGAFLOW-III samples. It is evident from the figure that
ost of the galaxies with L [O II ] / L 

� 
[O II ] ≥ 1 are associated with

igh W 2796 systems (i.e. 58 and 79 per cent of such galaxies are
ssociated with W 2796 ≥ 3 and 2.5 Å absorbers, respectively). Simi-
arly, galaxies with L [O II ] / L 

� 
[O II ] ≤ 0 . 1 are predominantly associated

ith lo w equi v alent width (i.e W 2796 ≤ 1 Å) absorbers from Dutta
t al. ( 2020 ). 

Thus, when we perform the rank-correlation analysis for the com-
ined sample, we do find a correlation (Spearman rank correlation
f r S = 0.34 and a p -value of < 10 −4 ) between the quantities plotted
n Fig. 12 . When we restrict ourselves to stronger Mg II absorption
ystems, the strength of this correlation decreases significantly. For
xample, when we consider systems with W 2796 � 0 . 5 Å, the rank
orrelation coefficient, r S decreases to 0.21 ( p value = 6 × 10 −4 ),
nd for systems with W 2796 � 2 Å, r S further decreases to 0.13 ( p
alue = 0.1). When we exclude the GOTOQs, which are biased
owards high L [O II ] galaxies, r S drops from 0.34 to 0.23 ( p -value =
.03) for the full Mg II sample. Additionally, if we restrict our-
elves to host galaxies having impact parameter less than 50 kpc
excluding GOTOQs), we find r S = 0.20 ( p -value = 0.23), while
onsidering a maximum impact parameter of 100 kpc, r S = 0.19
 p -value = 0.18). 

For better visualization, we divide the sample into 4 sub-samples
f Mg II absorbers based on the rest equi v alent width of the Mg II
bsorption ( W 2796 � 1 Å, 1 Å < W 2796 � 2 Å, 2 Å < W 2796 � 3 Å,
 2796 > 3 Å). For each of these sub-samples, we calculate the median

alues of W 2796 and L [O II ] / L [O II � ] . The four blue stars in the right-
and panel of Fig. 12 corresponds to the median values for each
ub-sample. The analysis presented here suggests a correlation
etween W 2796 and L [O II ] for the full sample. While USMg II selection
tatistically picks high luminosity host galaxies, the scatter in L [O II ] 

s large at a given W 2796 . 

.7 Nebular emission line ratios: metallicity and ionization 

arameter 

he [O III ]/[O II ] as well as the [O III ]/H β line ratios are v ery sensitiv e
o the hardness of the ionizing radiation field (i.e. temperature of the
tars), and can distinguish between the ionization mechanisms of
he nebular gas in a galaxy (Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981 ;
 e wley et al. 2001 ). Over the redshift range z = 0 − 5 , a rise in both

he ratios, [O III ]/[O II ] and [O III ]/ H β, of star-forming galaxies has
een observed (Nakajima & Ouchi 2014 ; Steidel et al. 2014 ; K e wley
t al. 2015 ; Khostovan et al. 2016 ). This implies that compared to
he local g alaxies, g alaxies at higher redshifts have higher ionization
arameter, lower metallicity, harder stellar ionizing radiation field,
nd higher electron densities. 

Left-hand panel of Fig. 13 shows the line luminosity ratio
 [O III ] /L [O II ] versus redshift. Host galaxies of our USMg II absorption

ystems and GOTOQs (at 0 . 4 � z abs � 0 . 6 ) are plotted as blue
nd orange points, respectively. There are 13 USMg II systems for
hich these measurements are possible. In cases where the [O III ]

mission is not clearly detected, we give 3 σ upper limits. The red
ine corresponds to the evolution of the line ratio L [O III ] /L [O II ] for
he star-forming galaxies (Khostovan et al. 2016 ). It is evident from
his figure that measurements from GOTOQs follow the general
rend of the field galaxies. Ho we ver, the measured ratio in the host
alaxies of USMg II systems are typically lower than the best fit
o the star-forming galaxies. The KS-test (with D = 0.543 and
 -value = 0.013) also confirms the distribution of L [O III ] /L [O II ] in
NRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
hese two populations are different. There are seven GOTOQs that
ave W 2796 > 3 Å and the measured L [O II ] /L [O III ] are distributed
qually around the fit for star-forming galaxies. We see a ne gativ e
rend between L [O III ] /L [O II ] and W 2796 in the GOTOQ sample (i.e.
argest ratios are seen among the host galaxies of absorbers with low
 2796 ). Ho we ver, this anticorrelation is not statistically significant

see fig. E1 in the Appendix). Thus the difference between GOTOQs
nd USMg II cannot be simply attributed to the presence of such a
rend. 

In the right-hand panel of Fig. 13 , we show the redshift evolution
f the ratio L [O III ] / H β of the USMg II host galaxies compared to
hat of the GOTOQs o v er the same redshift range. Simultaneous

easurements of L [O III ] / H β are possible for only ten galaxies in
ur sample. Like for L [O III ] /L [O II ] , the L [O III ] / H β measured in the
ase of USMg II tend to be lower compared to the measurements
rom the GOTOQs and general population of galaxies. The KS-test
ives D = 0.486 and a p -value of 0.050. This could indicate that
he ionizing radiation in the star-forming field galaxies is harder
han that in the USMg II host galaxies. To explore this further, in
hat follows, we use the line ratios to measure the metallicity and

onization parameter of the gas. 
Gas phase metallicity is usually calculated from the metallicity-

ensitive line luminosity ratios of strong emission lines present in the
alaxy spectrum (see e.g. Nagao, Maiolino & Marconi 2006 , for var-
ous such calibrations against different line ratios). Since we have the
o v erage of different nebular emission lines like [O II ] λλ 3727 , 3729 ,
 β λ 4862 , and [O III ] λλ 4960 , 5008 , we make use of the R 23 

etallicity estimator, originally proposed by Pagel et al. ( 1979 ) and
efined as, R 23 = ( L [O II ] λλ3727 , 3729 + L [O III ] λλ4960 , 5008 ) / L H β. Based
n various photoionization models, this ratio has been calibrated
gainst oxygen abundances (see e.g. McGaugh 1991 ; K e wley &
opita 2002 ). Ho we ver, the estimator R 23 is kno wn to have a strong
ependence on the ionization parameter (q), i.e. the inferred metallic-
ty will be different for different assumed values of q . Therefore, we
easure the gas phase metallicity ( Z) and the ionization parameter

q) simultaneously based on the emission lines ([O II ], [O III ] and
 β) present in the galaxy spectra and the photoionization model
rovided by Le vesque, K e wley & Larson ( 2010 ) using the PYTHON

ork (Mingozzi et al. 2020 ) of the IDL code IZI (Inferring metallicity
nd ionization parameters, Blanc et al. 2015 ). Apart from two cases,
e do not detect the [O III ] λ 4960 emission at ≥ 3 σ significance. We

herefore take the associated flux of this line to be one-third of the
ux associated with [O III ] λ 5008 line as suggested by theoretical
tudies (Storey & Zeippen 2000 ). 

Another difficulty in the use of R 23 is that the ratio is doubly
egenerate in terms of the oxygen abundance. This is because, at low
bundance the intensity of the forbidden lines scales roughly with the
hemical abundance, while at high abundance the nebular cooling is
ominated by infrared fine-structure lines, and the electron tempera-
ure drops too low to collisionally excite the optical forbidden lines.
ebular emission lines like [N II ] λ 6564 are usually used to break this
e generac y (K e wle y & Dopita 2002 ; Pettini & P agel 2004 ). Ho we ver,
n our case, we do not have spectral co v erage of the [N II ] λ 6564 line.
s a result, to a v oid any confusion, we will be considering only the
pper branch metallicities. We detect all the three nebular lines only
n the case of nine host galaxies. The obtained gas phase metallicities
nd the ionization parameters are given in columns 8 and 9 of Table 5 .
or these cases, we find the gas-phase metallicities, 12 + log(O/H),

o be in the range from 8.45 to 8.83 (0.58–1.41 times the solar abun-
ance for log(O/H) � = 8.69). Given the mass–metallicity relation
Ma et al. 2016 ), this corresponds to a stellar mass in the range
.23 � log M � [M �] � 10.42. 
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Figure 13. Left-hand panel : Ratio of [O II ] and [O III ] line luminosities associated with Mg II host galaxies as a function the absorption redshift. Blue points 
correspond to our USMg II sample while the orange points are taken from GOTOQs (with 0 . 4 � z abs � 0 . 6 ) (Joshi et al. 2017 ). The red line gives the observed 
redshift evolution of L [O II ] / L [O III ] , for the star-forming galaxies (Khostovan et al. 2016 ). Right-hand panel : Ratio of [O III ] and H β line luminosities as a 
function of z abs . 

Figure 14. Ionization parameter ( q ) versus the gas phase metallicity ( Z ) for 
the GOTOQs (orange) and the USMg II (blue) host galaxies in the redshift 
range 0 . 4 � z � 0 . 6 . The black dotted and dash–dotted horizontal lines 
corresponds median ionization parameter for the GOTOQs and the USMg II 
host galaxies respectively. The host galaxies of USMg II preferentially occupy 
low q region. The dashed vertical line corresponds to the solar oxygen 
abundance. 
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Figure 15. The velocity difference between the Mg II absorbing gas along 
the quasar sightline and the USMg II host galaxies is plotted against their dark 
matter halo mass colour coded following W 2796 as indicated on the right side 
of the figure. The grey dashed and dot–dashed lines correspond to the escape 
velocity for the dark matter halo potential at the impact parameters of 20 and 
40 kpc, respectiv ely. F or each measured v elocity difference, we associate an 
error bar of ±150 km s −1 . 
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We performed the same e x ercise for the GOTOQs in the redshift
ange of our interest. In this redshift range, for only 29 GOTOQs, all
he three emission lines are detected with at least 3 σ significance. 
n Fig. 14 , we show the scatter plot of the ionization parameter
ersus the gas phase metallicity for both these 29 GOTOQs as
ell as the USMg II host galaxies from our sample. From this
lot, it is quite apparent that the USMg II galaxies tend to have a
ower ionization parameter compared to the GOTOQs (KS-test gives 
 = 0.52 and a p -value of 0.03). This indicates that, compared to the
OTOQs, the USMg II host galaxies are dominated by softer ionizing 
eld. 
 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Gas kinematics 

rom the virial radius of the USMg II host galaxies in our sample
iven in column 10 of Table 6 , it is evident that the impact parameter
s typically one-tenth of the virial radius. This (together with lack
f additional galaxies within 100 kpc in most cases, see Table 2 )
rovides a strong reason to believe that the kinematics of the
bsorbing gas is mostly go v erned by the physical processes operating
n the halo of the identified host galaxy itself. 

In Fig. 15 , we plot the rest frame velocity difference between the
bsorbing gas and the host galaxy along our line of sight ( 
v los )
gainst the halo mass colour-coded as the W 2796 . Here, we assume
MNRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
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M

Figure 16. Scatter plot of SFR scaled by the SFR of a main-sequence galaxy 
of the same stellar mass at z abs (SFR MS ) versus stellar mass for USMg II 
(circle) and MAGIICAT host galaxies (squares). Color coding is based on 
the rest equi v alent width, W 2796 . The black solid line corresponds to SFR of 
the main sequence. The dashed black line corresponds to the median SFR of 
the MAGIICAT galaxies while the dot–dashed line corresponds to that of the 
USMg II host galaxies. 
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he dark matter halo follows the NFW profile (Navarro, Frenk &
hite 1997 ) and halo concentration of c h = 10. The dashed and the

ot–dashed grey lines corresponds to the escape velocity against the
alo mass at a distance of 20 and 40 kpc, respectively from the centre
f the halo. This figure suggests the measured velocity offsets are
onsistent with the absorbing gas being bound to the galaxy. 

Ho we ver, in order to quantify what fraction of the absorbing
as is bound to the galaxy we also need to know the line of sight
elocity spread. Recall that a large W 2796 of USMg II absorption will
orrespond to large velocity spread, 
v los , along our line of sight
see Ellison 2006 ; Zou et al. 2018 ). It is well known that W 2796 is
trongly correlated with 
v los . This correlation will imply 
v los >

00 km s −1 for our sample. It is also suggested that velocity widths
n excess of 300 km s −1 may originate from multiple components
see e.g. Ledoux et al. 1998 ; Zou et al. 2018 ). As mentioned before,
n three systems in our sample we see multiple component structure
ven at SDSS resolution. Also in three cases we see more than one
alaxy at the same redshift as the USMg II absorber. The errorbars
n Fig. 15 indicate a spread of ±150 km s −1 around the measured
elocity offset. If velocity spreads are of this order then in most
ases the absorbing gas will be bound to the galaxy. Ho we ver, high
esolution spectroscopic observations are needed to directly measure
he fraction of absorbing gas bound to the galaxies. 

.2 Are USMg II host galaxies starbursts? 

o investigate whether the USMg II host galaxies identified in our
ample are regular star-forming galaxies, or star-burst or post star-
urst galaxies, we put these galaxies in the SFR scaled by the main-
equence SFR at the redshift of the galaxy (Speagle et al. 2014 ) versus
tellar mass plot as shown in Fig. 16 . In the same plot, we have also
hown the isolated Mg II absorbers within the impact parameter of
0 kpc from the MAGIICAT sample. We identify that the USMg II
ost galaxies have systematically less SFR (i.e median SFR = 0.6
FR MS ) compared to the star-forming main sequence (Speagle et al.
NRAS 513, 3836–3857 (2022) 
014 ) as well as the MAGIICAT host galaxies (median SFR = 1.5
FR MS ). Thus USMg II systems considered here are not star bursting
alaxies and typically form stars at a rate slightly lower than the
tar-forming main sequence. 

Next, we test whether the SFR in the USMg II host galaxies
s sufficient to launch galactic winds for the inferred gravitation
otential. Given the stellar mass of M � , the theoretical threshold
FR for launching winds is given by Murray, M ́enard & Thompson
 2011 ), 

FR threshold = 1 . 7 

(
M � 

10 10 M �

)0 . 56 

M � yr −1 . 

or the 12 USMg II host galaxies for which the M � and SFRs are
nferred through the SED fitting, we find that the SFRs are higher than
he corresponding threshold v alues. Ho we ver, Rubin et al. ( 2014 ) do
ound several galaxies with SFR above this threshold that do not show
ny wind signatures. The definite way of identifying the presence of
alactic winds in a galaxy is to confirm whether there is a blueshifted
omponent present in the stellar absorption profiles. Ho we ver, de-
ecting galactic winds through such analysis is not possible with our
alaxy spectra that does not co v er Mg II wav elength range. Detecting
ind signatures with future observations is important to quantify the

ole played by winds from ongoing as well as past starburst activities
n producing USMg II absorption. 

.3 Fraction of galaxies producing USMgII absorption 

rom Fig. 10 , we see that USMg II host galaxies can have impact
arameters up to 40 kpc. Ho we ver, only a fraction of galaxies within
 ∼ 40 kpc will produce an USMg II absorption. To find this fraction

 f USMg II ), we consider the isolated galaxies in galaxycentric Mg II
bsorption surv e ys conducted by Dutta et al. ( 2020 ), Huang et al.
 2021 ), and also the MAGIICAT . We find only one out of 34 galaxies
i.e. f USMg II ∼ 0 . 03) at D ≤ 20 kpc and none of the 106 galaxies at
0 ≤ D (kpc) ≤ 40 produce USMg II absorption. For the full range,
 ≤ 40, we get an average f USMg II ∼ 0 . 007. Usually, f USMg II values

re interpreted in terms of co v ering factor of the gas. In this picture,
he projected area around galaxy centres co v ered by the USMg II
bsorber is ∼1 per cent of the total area. The large W 2796 seen in
he USMg II absorbers suggest large velocity spread among multiple
louds along our line of sight. 

Another possible interpretation of low f USMg II is to say USMg II
riginate from a different population of galaxies. 
The impact parameter distribution of USMg II host galaxies not

ollowing the general population (see Section 5.4 ) may suggest
hat USMg II selection picks a different population (high M � with
elati vely lo w SFR/SFR MS and low ionization parameter with large
eservoir of CGM gas) of host galaxies. 

.4 Galaxy environments of USMg II absorbers 

rom the recent studies (Fossati et al. 2019 ; Dutta et al. 2020 ;
amanowicz et al. 2020 ) of Mg II absorption systems with integral
eld units (IFU) like MUSE, there is growing evidence that a
ignificant fraction of Mg II absorbing gas might not be associated
ith isolated galaxies. As mentioned before, there is one USMg II

ystem present in the sample of Dutta et al. ( 2020 ) and three in
he sample of Schroetter et al. ( 2019 ). Interestingly, for all these 4
ystems the host galaxies are found to be isolated (i.e. no other galaxy
s found within 100 kpc from the quasar sightline and a maximum
elocity separation of 500 km s −1 ). As discussed in Section 3.1 , there
re 7 USMg II absorbers with only one potential host galaxy (with

art/stac1106_f16.eps
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 r < 23.6 mag) within an impact parameter of 100 kpc. Therefore,
t least 33 per cent of USMg II absorbers in our sample are hosted
y isolated galaxies. This fraction is 57 per cent if we consider the
imiting magnitude of m r = 22.5 mag. We identify three cases (i.e

14 per cent) that are likely to be associated with more than one
alaxy. These systems are towards J0156 + 0343, J2207 −0901, and 
2338 −0056. For the first case (J0156 + 0343), we detect extended
O II ] emission consistent with the host galaxy(ies) being part of
erging systems (see Fig. 5 ). The second case (J2207 −0901) has

lready been studied by Gauthier ( 2013 ) and the USMg II absorption
s likely to be originating from intragroup gas. For the third system
J2338 −0056), we identify a USMg II host galaxy at an impact
arameter of 79 kpc, ho we ver, there are two more galaxies (with
onsistent photometric redshift) present for which we could not get 
he spectrum and these are likely to be part of a galaxy group. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we have explored the nature of the galaxies hosting
SMg II absorption at redshift, z ∼ 0.5. Main summary of this work

s provided below. 

(i) Using the SDSS Mg II /Fe II absorber catalog (Zhu & M ́enard
013 ), we have created a sample of 109 USMg II absorbers accessible
o SALT in the redshift range 0.4 ≤ z abs ≤ 0.6. From this sample,
e confirm only 27 absorbers to be USMg II systems. Out of these
7 systems, 21 of them were observed with SALT and for 18 of
hem, the USMg II host galaxies are identified. Among the rest of the
 unobserved systems, two of them are GOTOQs, i.e, emission is
etected in the background quasar spectra. Therefore, among the 27 
SMg II systems, we have identified the host galaxies for 20 of them.
(ii) Gi ven the po wer-law fit (Chen et al. 2010a ) between the impact

arameter ( D ) and the rest equi v alent width ( W 2796 ), one expects the
SMg II absorbers to reside within D ∼ 5 kpc. Ho we ver, for our

ample, the impact parameters ranges from 7.3 to 79 kpc with a
edian of 18 kpc. Using the log-linear fit to the combined sample

Nielsen et al. 2013a ), we argue that the USMg II absorbers constitute
tatistically distinct population in the W 2796 –D plane. 

(iii) Among the 23 USMg II systems (20 detections and 3 non- 
etections), we have detected [O II ] emission in 18 cases. We con-
lude that, including the two unobserved GOTOQs, about 70 per cent 
f the host galaxies are star forming (i.e SFR ≥ 1 M � yr −1 ).
he measured [O II ] luminosities are in the range of 0 . 06 L 

� 
[O II ] to

 . 43 L 

� 
[O II ] with a median value of 0 . 39 L 

� 
[O II ] . 

(iv) When we combined our sample with those from the literature, 
e find a positive correlation between W 2796 and L [O II ] ( r S = 0.34

nd p -value of < 10 −4 ) for USMg II host galaxies as well as from
he literature (see Fig. 12 ). Ho we ver, this correlation is seen to be
riven by weak Mg II absorbers (i.e W 2796 < 1 Å) which tend to be
ssociated with low luminosity galaxies with higher D. 

(v) Compared to the field galaxies and the GOTOQs, we find 
he measured emission lines ratios [O III ]/[O II ] and [O III ]/ H β to be
maller for the USMg II host galaxies. Using photoionization models 
e find this trend to be driven by the ionizing radiation in these
SMg II host galaxies being softer compared to the field galaxies. 
(vi) We measure galaxy parameters like, stellar mass (10.21 ≤

og [ M � / M �] ≤ 11.62), B -band magnitude ( −21.68 ≤ M B ≤ −19.05),
tar formation rate (2.59 ≤ SFR[M �yr −1 ] ≤ 33.51) and halo mass
11.64 ≤ log [ M h / M �] ≤ 13.56) using SED fitting. The inferred virial
adius of haloes (145 ≤ R h [kpc] ≤ 624) are at least 5 times larger
han the impact parameter measured. The measured M � for USMg II 
re higher than those found for general Mg II absorbers at a given
mpact parameter. Ho we ver the measured SFRs are slightly lower
han what has been predicted by star-forming main sequence. 

(vii) The general population of Mg II absorbers show a correlation 
etween D and M � . We find the USMg II systems to not follow this
rend. For the same impact parameter, the USMg II host galaxies
re more massive and luminous compared to the host galaxies of
elatively weak Mg II absorbers. 

(viii) We find the mean velocity difference between the Mg II 
bsorption redshift and galaxy redshift from [O II ] emission to μ
 3.48 ± 5.82 km s −1 with a σ = 71.02 ± 4.83 km s −1 . This

elocity difference is well within the expected escape velocities for 
he inferred range of M h . Ho we ver, we argue that W 2796 measured
long the line of sight should correspond to a velocity width in
xcess of 300 km s −1 . Therefore, what fraction of the observed gas in
SMg II systems is bound can be answered only using high resolution

pectra. Additionally, large velocity widths could indicate multiple 
omponents (i.e merging systems) contributing to the absorption. 
his can also be probed using high-resolution spectroscopy. 
(ix) In the literature sample of USMg II systems we find all the

 known host galaxies are isolated (no companion galaxy within 
00 kpc and ±500 km s −1 ). In our sample we find that at least
3 per cent of host galaxies of USMg II are isolated up to a projected
istance of 100 kpc and the r -band limiting magnitude of 23.6.
easuring the galaxy orientations using high spatial resolution 

maging of the isolated galaxies together with a high-SNR spectrum 

robing the down the barrel absorption will be very useful to quantify
he role of strong outflows in the case of USMg II systems. 
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